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ABSTRACT
Bacterial cellulose (BC) is a natural hydrogel made of nanofibers. This material
has been used in commercial products, including wound dressings. BC can be modified
and optimized for improved performance in multiple applications. This work will focus on
producing and characterizing resorbable cellulose, a composite for bone applications,
and a composite for a synthetic venous valve leaflet.
BC can be produced and modified to perform as a degradable tissue scaffold.
This is achieved by an oxidation procedure after the initial production and purification of
native BC. A material characterization of oxidized BC was performed to identify the
changes in properties associated with varying the degree of oxidation. BC incubated in
20 millimolar periodate solution performed the best during an evaluation with
preosteoblast cells.
Another application is as a bone scaffold using hydroxyapatite precipitated on the
surface of cellulose fibers. This composite has fibers similar to collagen and a
biomimetic ceramic similar to that found in native bone. Evaluation of native BC,
oxidized BC, and BC with hydroxyapatite were shown to be effective materials to
support cell growth in an animal model.
A separate evaluation utilized BC/hydroxyapatite composites as a source of
biomimetic hydroxyapatite for use as a filler or powder in other systems. The extraction
of hydroxyapatite from BC can be achieved by either enzymatically or thermally
degrading bacterial cellulose. Each method leaves some residual product from the
processing procedure, which varies depending on the method of analysis used to
quantify the residual product.
Lastly, an alternative application is its use as a fiber-reinforcing component in
polyurethane. This cellulose/polyurethane composite is of interest for applications that
require high-strength and blood compatibility, such as arterial and venous substitutes. A
composite was produced with micron scale thickness, similar to a venous valve leaflet.
The polyurethane/cellulose composite exhibited improved strength, modulus, and
ductility over native BC. In vitro evaluation showed the scaffolds were non-toxic to
endothelial cells and support cell growth.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Bacterial Cellulose
Bacterial cellulose (BC) is a unique material that has garnered significant
research interest in recent years, as shown in Figure 1. BC exhibits properties
suggesting its potential as an ideal material for tissue engineering scaffolding.
Commercial applications of BC include its use as a dietary fiber supplement and as an
acoustic diaphragm. The versatility of BC as a biomaterial in medical applications is
shown by its use as wound dressings1,2, vascular grafts3-5, bone scaffolds6,7, and
cartilage implants8,9. BC is already utilized commercially as wound dressings under the
trade names Biofill® and XCellTM.2

Figure 1: Annual Publications of BC
The number of publications was determined by a Web of Science search in November 2013 using the search term
“Bacterial Cellulose”.

Gluconoacetobacter is an aerobic organism that is gram-negative and rodshaped. Rotting fruits and vegetables can house these bacteria. Researchers take
advantage of the unique ability of the bacteria to polymerize sugars into cellulose in the
laboratory to generate a hydrated biofilm at the air-liquid interface in cell culture media.
1

Each bacterium polymerizes monosaccharides into individual cellulose chains
through a cellulose-synthesizing complex. Individual cellulose chains are excreted
through pores of the bacterial cell wall. After excretion out of the cell, these cellulose
chains quickly crystallize to form microfibrils that subsequently hydrogen bond together
to form ribbons.10,11 These ribbons are typically observed with morphologies similar to
fibers with diameters of 3-4 nm thick, 70-80 nm wide, and 1-9 µm long.3
Bacterial cellulose (BC) is chemically identical to cellulose obtained from other
sources. The polysaccharide composition consists of repeating pyranose rings linked by
β-(1,4) glycosidic bonds to form the polymeric chain. BC has superior mechanical
properties in comparison to other cellulose derivatives.

The sizeable difference in

mechanical properties is largely attributed to the higher crystallinity of BC.12 The high
degree of crystallinity is due to the contributions of hydrogen bonding within the same
polymer chain (intramolecular) and hydrogen bonding between different chains
(intermolecular) through the three hydroxyl functional groups on each pyranose ring.3,13
This bonding structure is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Hydrogen Bonding of Bacterial Cellulose
Intramolecular (within the same chain) and intermolecular (between different chains) hydrogen bonding is illustrated
in the figure.

The ability of a material to perform as designed while functioning with appropriate
host response is of upmost importance. Wistar rats with 10x10x3 mm3 BC
subcutaneous implants in the back of each rat exhibited host tissue integration into the
BC without eliciting any inflammatory reactions in long-term implantation. Additionally,
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there was no evidence of in vivo degradation taking place during the study.14 BC has
many excellent properties as a biomaterial including its hydrogel nature, nanoporous 3D fibrous structure, high crystallinity,3 and excellent biocompatibility.14
BC must be imposed on by light, mechanical, chemical, or biological factors in
order to be degradable. The human body does not possess the enzyme necessary to
hydrolyze the β-(1,4) glycosidic linkages to depolymerize the material into its glucose
monomers for resorption by the body for glycolysis and the Kreb’s cycle. Previous
chemical modifications of BC include 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (TEMPO),
periodic acid, alkaline hypobromite, and chromic acid.15 Some methods preferentially
oxidize cellulose amorphous regions and cause significant side reactions,15-17 which is
undesirable. An ideal method modifies crystalline and amorphous regions so that all
cellulose chains can degrade in vivo, but does not degrade the cellulose via
depolymerization.
Painter demonstrated a method to use sodium periodate to produce oxidized
cellulose with minimal side reactions and without depolymerization.18 Periodate
oxidation of BC breaks the ring structure of cellulose between the adjacent hydroxyl
groups on the C2 and C3 carbons to form a dialdehyde structure, shown in Figure 3.15
This converts the native bacterial cellulose from a non-degradable material into one that
is degradable in vivo19,20 through oxidation of crystalline and amorphous fractions.15,22
The degradation products of oxidized dialdehyde cellulose are glycolic acid and 2,4dihydroxybutyric acid19-21, which can be excreted through natural metabolic pathways in
mammalian hosts.15,21-23 The periodate method to oxidize bacterial cellulose (OBC) has
been investigated and has shown promising use as a resorbable tissue scaffold.7,24
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Figure 3: Oxidation of Bacterial Cellulose
This schematic shows the conversion of BC into a degradable form through oxidation by sodium periodate.

1.2. Bone
Bone tissue matrix is extensively vascularized in order to deliver the oxygen and
nutrients necessary for bone cells. Highly ordered lacunae contain a central canal
possessing blood vessels for the nutrient and oxygen supply. Osteocytes surround the
central canal and are connected to it through a network of canaliculi. The osteocytes
maintain bone by managing the mineral and protein content of bone.25
As part of the continuous remodeling process in bone, bone is continuously
broken down and new bone is formed. Osteoblasts are the bone forming cells and
produce the organic fraction of bone tissue. To balance the activities of osteoblasts,
osteoclasts are responsible for the breakdown of bone, or osteolysis. These cells
secrete acids that allow calcium phosphate to be resorbed by the body. The balance
between osteoblasts and osteoclasts is critical for normal remodeling processes as well
as wound healing.25
Bone is essentially a composite made of a fibrous component and a ceramic
component. One third of the total weight of bone is from the collagen fibers that provide
bone with a tough and flexible characteristic. These fibers are surrounded with calcium
phosphates plates. Calcium phosphates comprise the other two thirds of bone weight.
Hydroxylated calcium phosphates are recognized as hydroxyapatite (HA).25
1.2.1. Hydroxyapatite/
Synthetics to replace bone are still in demand for the treatment of disease,
traumatic injury, and non-union fractures. Alloplasts, autografts, allografts, and
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xenografts can be used as bone substitutes. Each method has its own associated risks.
Autografts require additional tissue damage since a tissue-harvesting site in the patient
is used. An extra incision means an additional risk of infection and healing errors.
Allografts and xenografts differ in the tissue donor species. Both materials have risks of
rejection by the host immune system and disease transmission.
Synthetic materials offer an avenue to supply the demand for bone tissue
replacements. Ideally, the synthetic material, by acting as a support scaffold, promotes
bone formation by up-regulating osteoblast activity and is resorbed at the appropriate
time. Preferably, the scaffold should mimic the native tissue extracellular matrix. The
anatomy of native bone includes collagen, water, HA, proteoglycans, and noncollagenous proteins. HA is the primary inorganic ceramic and is bioactive through its
support of bone growth and osseointegration.25
A variety of inorganic ceramics, such as bioglass, β-tricalcium phosphate, and
biphasic calcium phosphate (a mixture of β-tricalcium phosphate and HA) have been
investigated as bone substitute materials and have shown osteoblast adhesion and
proliferation. Since HA is found in native bone, it is desirable to mimic the natural bone
structure and use HA in the bone substitute material. The morphology of HA found in
native bone is calcium-deficient and it is resorbed as part of bone remodeling.26
Calcium-deficient HA is resorbable while stoichiometric HA has been shown to be stable
in vitro for long periods of time and is essentially nonresorbable.27 Additionally, it has
been confirmed that bone colonization is improved by calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite
(CdHA) over the stoichiometric form.28 CdHA can vary in its magnitude of deficiency and
is represented as Ca10-x(HPO4)x(PO4)6-x(OH)2-x with 0<x≤1 while stoichiometric HA
assumes the form of Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2.29 Since CdHA is part of the natural bone matrix,
the use of a biomimetic synthetic CdHA for bone regenerating applications is ideal.
The synthesis of HA is typically carried out by wet or solid state reactions.
Drawbacks of these methods are the required elevated temperatures, elevated
pressures, and final product impurities.30 Nanoscale rosettes have been produced by
precipitation of CdHA on BC fibers.31 The CdHA product was also shown to be pure.31
The desirable nanoscale dimensions of CdHA rosettes mimic the nanoscale biological
native HA of 20 nm wide, 1.5-5 nm thick, and 40-60 nm long.32 The smaller dimensions
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maximize the surface area to volume ratio and allow for better resorption. The synthetic
HA is also calcium-deficient,31 suggesting that it is resorbable under physiological
conditions since biological HA is also calcium-deficient and resorbable.29 Another
unique mimicking property is an elongated c-axis in synthetic HA similar to the
elongated c-axis in biological HA.26 The biomimetic properties of the synthetic
hydroxyapatite are expected to perform better as it possesses multiple features similar
to biological hydroxyapatite from native bone.

1.3. Vein Anatomy and Physiology
The venous system is composed of superficial and deep veins connected by
perforating veins. The veins have bileaflet valves that support one-way flow back to the
heart. These one-way regulators break up the column of blood between the heart and
the feet.33 The natural venous valve is comprised of a bileaflet arrangement with
attachments at the base of the sinus cavity.33 The vein valve leaflets are 20 to 50
microns thick and are composed of collagen fibers covered with a layer of confluent
endothelial cells. The leaflets are the strongest component of the vein valve. The
ultimate tensile strength of the vein wall is 5 MPa, while the leaflet possesses a strength
of 9 MPa.34 Figure 4 shows the venous valve structure and cycle that allows flow
towards the heart when it is open, and prevents retrograde flow away from the heart
when it is closed. The flow at the leaflet edge produces a vortex in the sinus pockets.
The vortex produces pressure equilibrium to keep the valve open during the equilibrium
stages.35-37 Muscle contractions and blood flow variations produce pressure changes
that open or close the valve.35-37
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35-37

Figure 4: Venous Valve Cycle (Adapted
)
This image illustrates the four major stages in the venous valve cycle.

1.3.1. Polyurethanes/
Polyurethanes (PU) are a diverse family of polymers with a wide range of
structural forms that may be foamed or solid and flexible or rigid for use in processing,
coatings, adhesives, and medical applications.38 PUs are comprised of urethane bonds
formed between a hydroxyl and an isocyanate. Altering the monomer concentrations
and the monomer chemical structures can modify polyurethane properties.
1.3.1.1. Chemical/Structure/
PUs are formed through a polycondensation reaction. This class of reactions
frequently has a byproduct, most commonly water. The urethane linkage is formed by a
hydroxyl and an isocyanate reaction. This reaction is shown below in Figure 5 without
the byproduct. In this schematic, R1 and R2 can be any structure of any length. More
specifically, this reaction schematic illustrates an end-capping procedure commonly
associated with polyurethanes synthesis. A prepolymer is generated as an intermediate
product and further polymerized at a later time to form the final polymer. In this
scenario, through the control of molar ratios, an end-capped product is produced with
isocyanate groups available for further polymerization. A chain extender combined with
the prepolymer, shown with the generic schematic in Figure 6, produces the final PU.
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This process is a common two-step procedure associated with the preparation of PU
materials.
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Figure 5: The Urethane Reaction to Form the End-Capped Polyether Prepolymer
The structures shows the reaction between a diol and a diisocyanate to form two urethane linkages and produce a
prepolymer with unreacted isocyanate end groups. Controlling the stoichiometric ratio between the diol and
diisocyanate in a 1:2 ratio, respectively, produces the drawn structure.
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Figure 6: Chain Extender of a Polymer Using a Diamine Molecule
Depicted in the image is the second step of the traditional two-step synthesis of polyurethanes. A chain extender (the
diamine in this image) is reacted with the prepolymer to form the final polyurethane.

In order to control the reactions, a rule of thumb is acids retard the reaction while
bases accelerate the reaction and are effective at concentrations <1%.39 Side products
include allophanate and biuret linkages between an isocyanate and a urethane or urea
group, respectively. The formation of side products disturbs the reactant stoichiometric
balance and introduces branches into the main chain, allowing for possible crosslinking.
Branching and crosslinking can be avoided by using a system without a catalyst at a
temperature in the range of 100-140°C.40
PUs contain components designated as soft and hard segments that are
important for engineering polyurethanes with the appropriate properties. Polyurethanes
separate into microdomains driven by thermodynamic incompatibility. In PUs with
elastomeric properties, hard segments form crystalline microdomains and produces a
8

filler-like discontinuous phase while the soft segment can be crystalline or amorphous
and produces a continuous phase.41 Factors that effect the physical and biological
properties of polyurethanes include: the hard segment structure (chemical and
molecular weight)42, the hard segment phase structure43, soft segment structure
(chemical and molecular weight)44-46, the chain extender effecting the morphology
produced,46-49 the processing conditions50, the degree of crystallinity51, and the
production of a linear or network structure.52
Common polyethers and polyesters with hydroxyl end groups used as soft
segments include: poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(propylene glycol) (PPG),
poly(tetramethylene

glycol)

(PTMG),

poly(tetramethylene

oxide)

(PTMO),

polycaprolactone, poly(lactic acid), and poly(dimethylsiloxane). Common diisocyanates
used include: 4,4′-methylenebis(phenyl isocyanate) (MDI), toluene-2,4-diisocyanate
(TDI), 1,4-butane diisocyanate (BDI), and hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI). Chain
extenders include aliphatic or aromatic molecules that are diols or diamines. For
example, ethylene glycol, butane diol, hexane diol, and ethylene diamine are common
compounds used as chain extenders.
Common medical grade polyurethanes include Pellethane® and ElasthaneTM,
made from a reaction between PTMO, MDI and butane diol monomers.53 Biomer®,
medical grade Lycra®, is made of PTMG, MDI, and ethylene diamine.44 ChronoFlex® is
a PU comprised of polycarbonate polyol, MDI, ethylene diamine, and 1,3
diaminocyclohexane.54 This short list begins to reveal that many commercial PUs are
produced with varying components, each with its own advantages and disadvantages.
Different design requirements for different applications allow for a demand of custom
PUs to be designed for the specific applications.
1.3.1.2. Blood/Compatibility/
PUs can exhibit good non-thrombogenic properties.55 Still, not all PUs are
thromboresistant. The blood contacting properties are dependent on the chemical
structure and surface properties.55 PPG based PUs have been shown to selectively
adsorb blood proteins. PUs that preferentially adsorb albumin will exhibit desirable nonthrombogenic behavior while other PUs will instead adsorb other proteins, which initiate
fibrin, thrombin, platelet deposition, and clot formation.56 The selective adsorption of
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PPG based PUs was shown in an in vivo evaluation.55 It has also been shown that the
tacticity of the soft segment has little to no effect on mechanical properties.57 Other PUs
with PEG, PTMG, and polybutadiene demonstrated the non-thrombogenic behavior
depends on the soft segment length.44 PPG based PUs exhibit a similar trend with nonthrombogenic properties based on soft segment length.44 PPG based PUs have
comparable blood compatibility to Biomer®.44

1.4. Composites
The use of composites permits the development of materials with properties that
cannot be satisfied by single metals, ceramics, or polymers. By definition, a composite
is any multiphase material that exhibits combined properties from each phase while
producing a better performing material.58 The principle of combined action states that
better property combinations are formed by the careful material selection of singular
materials and subsequent combination.58 Composite materials are able to satisfy
demanding design parameters.
A basic polymeric example of a composite is wood. It is comprised of cellulose
fibers and lignin.58 The cellulose fibers are strong and ductile while the lignin is stiff. The
cellulose fibers are surrounded by a matrix of lignin in wood.58 Additionally, another
example of naturally occurring composites is bone.58 It is a composite of collagen and
apatite.58 The collagen is soft and fibrous while the apatite is hard and performs well in
compression. However, these naturally occurring composites do not fit the traditional
definition of a composite. A composite traditionally refers to an artificially made
multiphase material with dissimilar and separated phases with a distinct interface.58 The
approaches used in this work will utilize synthetic composites to meet the design
requirements of the targeted applications.
Fiber-reinforced composite properties are effected by the fiber size, material
composition, volume composition of fibers in the matrix, interfacial adhesion between
the fiber and matrix, and fiber orientation.59 The modulus (E) and strength (σ) are
traditionally represented by the simple relationships shown in equation 1 and 2,
respectively. The matrix property (m) and the fiber property (f) essentially bracket upper
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and lower limits for the composite property (L) that is tailored by the fiber volume
fraction in the composite (φf).59

EL = (1− φ f )Em + φ f E f

σ L = (1− φ f )σ m + φ f σ f

Eq. 1
Eq. 2

1.5. Solubility Parameters
The Gibb’s free energy (ΔG) (equation 3) governs the criteria required for
solubility.60 The equation accounts for the enthalpy of mixing (ΔH), the entropy of mixing
(ΔS), and the temperature (T). The Gibb’s free energy describes a solute-solvent
system and favors mixing when the value is negative. Therefore, mixing is promoted by
decreasing enthalpy or increasing temperature or entropy.

ΔG = ΔH − TΔS
Eq. 3

The enthalpy of mixing is defined as shown in equation 4.60 The enthalpy of
mixing (ΔH), the volume fractions of components (φ1, φ2), and the solubility parameters
of components (δ1, δ2) are included in the calculation. This equation illustrates when the
solubility parameters of each component are nearly equal, the enthalpy of mixing is
minimized and approaches zero. As the enthalpy of mixing nears zero and the
temperature and entropy term contributes a negative value, the Gibb’s free energy
becomes negative and favors mixing of the components.60 The equation supports the
common principle of “like dissolves like” through similar components having similar
solubility parameters.

ΔH = φ1φ 2 (δ1 − δ2 )
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2

Eq. 4

Each solubility parameter (δ) contains contributions from dispersion forces (δd),
polar forces (δp), and hydrogen bonding (δh), as described by equation 5.60 The solubility
parameters for many common solvents and polymers are known. However, in scenarios
where the solubility parameter is not known, it can be calculated by the group
contribution method using dispersion components (Fdi), polar components (Fpi), and
molar volume (V) as described by equations 6-8.60

δ 2 = δd2 + δ p2 + δh2

δd =

δp =

δh =

∑ Fdi
V

Eq. 5

Eq. 6

∑ F 2pi
V

Eq. 7

∑ Ehi
V

Eq. 8

Solubility parameters perform well in describing affinities between solvents and
solutes.61 However, the numerical model does have some limitations when applied to
polymer-solvent systems. The approach does not account for the solubility effects of
polymer molecular weight.61-63 As polymers increase in molecular weight, their solubility
decreases and the polymer can eventually precipitate out of solution.60,63 This trend is
described numerically with monomers exhibiting smaller solubility parameters than the
corresponding polymer.58,61 Still, solubility parameters are especially helpful for
selecting an appropriate solvent for use with a polymer.61
Selected solubility parameters are listed in Table 1 for materials that will be used
in this work. Comparisons between components will be discussed in greater detail later.
At this time, it is important to note the similarity in solubility parameters of water and
cellulose. The hydrophilic chemical structure of cellulose has a high affinity for water
and helps explain how bacterial cellulose adsorbs water readily.
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3/2

Table 1: Solubility Parameters (cal /cm )
The values listed in the table identify the solubility parameters of materials used in this work including: cellulose,
dimethylformamide (DMF), water, hexane, p-xylene, and stannous octoate. Values listed here are commonly reported
with the exception of stannous octoate and cellulose. The solubility parameters for these materials were determined
by the group contribution method. Details on the calculation are provided in Appendix B.

Parameter Cellulose

δd
δp
δh
δ

12.8
7.8
15.6
21.6

Water

DMF

Hexane

p-Xylene

7.6
7.8
20.6
23.3

8.5
6.7
5.5
12.1

7.3
0
0
7.3

8.8
0
0
8.8

Stannous
Octoate
7.8
0.9
3.9
8.7

1.6. Characterization Techniques
1.6.1. Mechanical/Testing/
The mechanical properties of materials are crucial as they typically determine if a
material can meet the mechanical demands for a given application. The most common
test is a tensile test where a moving crosshead places a load on a sample. A strain rate
controlled test has the crosshead move at a constant rate while the load exerted by the
sample is recorded. The load and elongation data is normalized into stress (σ) and
strain (ε) data for comparison between samples. The amount of strain the sample
undergoes prior to failure is a measure of its ductility. The modulus of elasticity is a
quantified measurement of the rigidity or softness of a material. The modulus is
determined in the elastic region, noted by the linear section of the stress versus strain
plot. Once the curve deviates from linearity, plastic deformation and yielding occurs.
The elastic deformation is recoverable if the load is removed and the plastic deformation
is permanent.
1.6.2. FourierBTransform/Infrared/Spectroscopy/
Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a molecular characterization technique where
electromagnetic radiation in the infrared range is exposed to the material. Absorption of
the infrared radiation by the material is dependent upon three possible conditions. The
first is when the radiation frequency matches the resonance vibrational frequency of the
chemical bond. Another possible condition is with a change in the molecule dipole.
Lastly, the dipole must change in a direction matching the electric field vector.
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Upon passing the infrared beam through a sample, the sample either absorbs
certain wavelengths of the radiation or allows those particular wavelengths to pass
through. Certain bonds carry out this absorption as they absorb specific frequencies
depending on the bond type.

This results in a spectrum illustrating molecular

absorptions for each wavelength. Each molecule has its own unique spectrum. This is
analogous to human fingerprints as no two molecules produce identical infrared
spectrums. The common IR regions are identified below in Table 2.

Table 2: FTIR Spectral Regions of Chemical Bonding Information

Wavenumbers (cm-1)
1000-700
1600-1000
1850-1600
2250-2100
3400-2800

Type of Absorptions
C-H Bending
C-C, C-O, C-N Stretching
C=O, C=N, C=C Stretching
Nitrile & Alkyne Stretching
O-H, N-H, C-H Stretching
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Region
C-H Bending
Fingerprint
Fingerprint
Fingerprint

Chapter 2
Bone Regeneration Scaffolds: Resorbable Oxidized Bacterial
Cellulose

2.1. Introduction
Bacterial cellulose (BC) has been of interest to researchers for many
applications, but especially as a biomaterial.64 BC has been studied in applications as a
vessel substitute,4,5 a bone scaffold,6,7 a cartilage scaffold,9 and as a wound dressing.2
The biosynthetic material has unique features, as it is a highly hydrated hydrogel with
micropores formed by its nano-scale fibers. These fibers are produced by
Gluconacetobacter species as a pellicle at the air-liquid interface in static cultures.
In order to build a scaffold appropriate for use in bone healing applications, a
number of items must be completed to improve our understanding and improve the
performance of the scaffold. A characterization study must be performed in a controlled
manner to evaluate the effects of oxidation on the resulting mechanical properties and
degradation profiles. In order to achieve cell migration into the bulk, porogens will be
used. The porogens are particles that generate pores in the scaffolds once the particles
are dissolved away. A porogen leaching system will be used to make macroporous
scaffolds that will then have CdHA deposited onto them.
Understanding the materials science triangle of the relationship between
structure, processing, and properties is the basis for materials engineering research.
Using that connection, changes in the properties of oxidized bacterial cellulose with
varying degrees of oxidation can be easily predicted. Literature shows a good
understanding of the oxidation process. For example, periodate oxidation has been
shown to linearly decrease cellulose crystallinity with increasing degree of oxidation,
indicating that periodate can oxidize crystalline and amorphous regions of BC.65,66
However, the oxidation of highly crystalline cellulose from Cladophora showed random
oxidation points along cellulose fibers, determined through the use of gold labeling.22
The understanding of BC sodium periodate oxidation is still incomplete and convoluted
by reported work commonly using different oxidant concentrations. Studies also typically
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use a singular oxidant concentration to compare degradable cellulose to native
cellulose. Studies that vary the degree of oxidation normally investigate the oxidation of
the material and the degradation, but do not evaluate mechanical properties. Currently,
there is not a study available that systematically correlates the degree of oxidation of
BC to the resulting mechanical and degradation properties.
Tissue engineering has utilized growth factors with biomaterials to improve tissue
regeneration in vivo. Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMP) and transforming growth
factor-β (TGF-β) have been shown to facilitate new bone growth individually67,68 and
concurrently.69 BMP has been shown to upregulate vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF),70 a protein that stimulates angiogenesis. Combined delivery of BMP and VEGF
by poly(lactic-glycolic acid)71 and alginate and poly(lactic acid)72 have been shown to be
effective in regenerating bone in vivo.
BC has been functionalized with an osteogenic growth peptide that regulates
TGF, fibroblastic growth factor (FGF), and insulin-like growth factor and showed
improved mineralization in vitro.73 Another study demonstrated the ability to load and
release albumin using BC.74 BC was grown in media containing heparin and exhibited a
sulfated surface, which is promising since heparin can bind VEGF and FGF.75 BMP has
shown the ability to bind to extracellular matrix components including HA, collagen,
proteoglycans, fibronectin, and laminin.76 The ability to deliver growth factors using BC
and HA make the materials ideal for use in bone applications.
HA can be precipitated on BC fibers by an alternating wash in aqueous salt
solutions that produces a synthetic material with biomimetic calcium deficiency.31 The
deficiency allows the material to be resorbed under physiological conditions. Coupling
the oxidized, resorbable BC with the osteoconductive CdHA produces an ideal
composite tissue scaffold.
Still, many articles have reported cell infiltration into the BC scaffold with the
infiltration depth as a function of time. It has been reported that the air exposed surface
and the liquid exposed surface have different porosities, and therefore different cell
infiltration properties. After one week, erythrocytes infiltrated 20 µm on the air side and
100 µm on the liquid side.14 Similar results have been reported with smooth muscle
cells with cell infiltration of 20 µm into the BC scaffolds after one week and an increase
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to 40 µm after an additional week.77 While previous publications show that BC supports
cell growth, cell penetration into the scaffold is limited to only the micron range.
Previous studies have utilized sieved (90-500 µm) paraffin microspheres with BC to
produce a macroporous scaffold.6,78 The ability to produce a macroporous BC scaffold
with CdHA will be advantageous for bone applications to allow for cell penetration into
the bulk for improved bone tissue regeneration.
One aim of this study is to oxidize BC to various levels, appropriately identify the
actual oxidation level, and measure the corresponding mechanical and degradation
properties. The production of OBC will be done systematically by holding liquid volumes
and substrate concentrations constant while varying only the oxidant. The second aim is
to evaluate native BC, oxidized BC, and BC with CdHA in an animal model by
implanting the materials in a bone defect. Lastly, the ability to form macroporous BC
deposited with CdHA will be demonstrated.

2.2. Experimental
2.2.1. Material/Preparation/
2.2.1.1. Bacterial/Cellulose/Synthesis//
Gluconacetobacter sucrofermentans from the American Type Culture Collection
(Manassas, VA, USA) (ATCC 700178) was obtained for use in this work. 24-well cell
culture plates are used to culture pellicles of BC of 1.6 cm in diameter and grown to a
thickness of 0.5 cm at the air-liquid interface after 14 days of growth in SchrammHestrin media with mannitol as the sugar source.79 Cellulose purification is achieved by
a four hour wash in 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate solution at 70oC followed by a 4 hour
wash in 4% sodium hydroxide solution at 70oC. Sequential Millipore water washes were
performed until the solution pH was neutralized.80
2.2.1.2. CalciumBDeficient/Hydroxyapatite/Deposition/
CdHA deposition was performed by sequential immersion in 100mM CaCl2 and
60mM Na2HPO4 aqueous solutions.31 BC was incubated in each salt solution for a
period of 12 hours at 23°C and switched to the other solution. One CdHA deposition
cycle is defined as the treatment of BC undergoing one incubation in CaCl2 solution
followed by one incubation in Na2HPO4 solution. Higher cycle depositions are achieved
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by repetition of the salt solution incubations. BC/CdHA samples subjected to 1, 3, and 5
cycle depositions were prepared for this study.
2.2.1.3. Bacterial/Cellulose/Oxidation/
Periodate oxidation was carried out using a modified protocol developed by
Painter18 and first reported using BC by Hutchens.7 BC was combined with varying
concentrations of 0, 10, 20, and 100 mmol NaIO4 in 5% n-propanol. Each concentration
was selected as a ratio to BC concentration to study ratios of 0:1, 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1 with
the BC concentration held constant at 20 mmol. Each container was placed on an
orbital shaker for 24 h at 23°C and shielded from light. An ice bath was used to slow the
reaction with the addition of 0.5 mL of glycerol to consume excess periodate. The
cellulose was then purified with several changes of DI water.
2.2.2. Oxidized/Bacterial/Cellulose/Material/Characterization/
2.2.2.1. Titration/
OBC was produced with varying aldehyde content by modifying the periodate
concentration used in solution to convert native BC (NBC) to OBC. Titrations were
performed to determine the degree of oxidation. Prior to titration, lyophilized pellicles
were soaked in a 2x solution of hydroxylamine in DI water. The solution was left for six
hours on a shaker to allow for the condensation reaction, shown in Figure 7, to occur.
The titrant consisted of 1% NaOH solution and was added to the hydroxylamine and
OBC solution with phenol red as a pH indicator. The solution was maintained under
constant agitation by a stir bar to evenly distribute the titrant. Titrant was added to the
solution until a color change of the pH indicator was maintained for at least 15 seconds.
The amount of titrant required was recorded. Titrations were performed on a blank
solution with NBC and each OBC sample. The NBC and OBC samples were dried in a
vacuum (30 mmHg) overnight, and the masses were then recorded. The degree of
oxidation was determined by equation 9 using the experimentally measured OBC mass
and titrant required to produce the pH indicator color change.81
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Figure 7: Hydroxylamine Reaction with An Aldehyde

%Oxidation =

%Aldehyde
mol OH
=
2
mass OBC / 161 mol/g

Eq. 9

/
2.2.2.2. Degradation/Study/
BC samples were oxidized using three different concentrations of periodate in
solution. Mass loss of each NBC and OBC scaffolds were investigated under static and
dynamic conditions in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution, pH 7.4 at 37oC. Each
pellicle from a 24-well plate was placed into individual 2 mL centrifuge tubes with PBS.
The pH was monitored by phenol red, and all solutions were changed weekly. Samples
were evaluated at 0, 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 56, and 84 days. The samples were lyophilized for
at least 8 h and massed. An average mass loss of at least three samples for each time
point were acquired.82
2.2.2.3. Tensile/Test/
Mechanical properties were evaluated using a dog bone stamp to prepare
samples from one continuous sheet of BC. The stamp produced samples with a 6 mm
width and 25 mm gauge length. Samples were cut from the same sheet and then
oxidized. All non-specifically adsorbed water was removed by placing samples between
Kimwipes and light pressure (0.344 Pa, 0.05 psi, 5 pounds over 100 in2) was applied for
two minutes. The samples were then immediately tested. Samples were tested using an
ElectroPuls E1000 with Bluehill 2 software (Instron, Norwood, MA) with a 1 kN load cell.
All samples were tested at a strain rate of 2 mm/min to allow for comparison between
sample groups. All samples fractured along the gauge length. In the rare case that
fracture occurred at or near the grips, the sample and its results were discarded.
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Data was collected as data points in the form of load ( F ) and length ( l ), which
were zeroed prior to testing. The length was converted into engineering strain (ε) using
equation 10 where li is the elongation and l0 is the initial gauge length. The force was
converted into engineering stress (σ) using equation 11 where A is the cross sectional
area of the sample calculated simply by thickness times width.58

ε=

Δl li − l0
=
l0
l0

Eq. 10

F
A

Eq. 11

σ=

After the load versus elongation data was converted to stress and strain values,
Hooke’s Law, shown as equation 12, was used to determine the elastic modulus ( E ,
also called the Young’s modulus) of each sample in the linear (elastic) region of the
stress versus strain curve. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was calculated by
determining the maximum tensile strength on the engineering stress versus strain plot.
The percent elongation is a measure of ductility and represents the plastic strain at
fracture. This value is calculated by equation 13 where l0 is the initial gauge length and

l f is the final gauge length.58

E=

σ
ε

"l −l %
Percent Elongation = $ f 0 ' ×100
# l0 &
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Eq. 12

Eq. 13

2.2.3. In/Vitro/Evaluation/of/Osteoblasts/on/NBC/and/OBC/
2.2.3.1. Cell/Culture/
MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cells from American

Type

Culture

Collection

(Manassas, VA, USA) (ATCC CRL-2593) were expanded in petri dishes in growth
medium. The growth medium was comprised of αMEM (Invitrogen, Gaithersburg, MD),
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Invitrogen), and 1% antibiotic/antimycotic solution
(Invitrogen). BC was sterilized in deionized water using steam (1 bar, 121oC) for 20 min.
BC was soaked overnight in αMEM so that scaffolds rested in the bottom of each well
and water in the void spaces between BC fibers would not dilute αMEM media. Once
the cells were confluent, they were rinsed with PBS twice and detached with 0.25%
(w/v) Trypsin, 0.53 mM EDTA solution (Invitrogen). Each 24 well sized scaffold (1.9 cm2
surface area) was seeded at a density of 1x104 cells/cm2. Cells were grown in an
incubator at 37oC in 95% air and 5% CO2, and the growth medium was changed on the
third day.
2.2.3.2. Cell/Morphology/
2.2.3.2.1. Epifluorescence/Imaging/with/Confocal/Microscopy/
Scaffolds were stained with 2 mL Calcein AM (Invitrogen) at a concentration of
0.5 µL/mL and Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EthD-1) at 2 µL/mL for 30 minutes to perform a
traditional live/dead staining. Fluorescence images were obtained using excitation and
emission at 494 and 500-550 nm for Calcein AM and 543 and 610-670 nm for EthD-1,
respectively. Imaging was performed using a Leica TCS SP2 laser confocal microscope
(Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL) with Leica Confocal Software.
2.2.3.2.2. Scanning/Electron/Microscopy/(SEM)/
After the incubation cycle was completed, the cells for SEM analysis were fixed
with 3% glutaraldehyde in PBS. Samples were then washed three times with PBS
solution and dehydrated through a series of ethanol solutions from 25 to 100% followed
by further dehydration using hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). Samples were dried in a
vacuum desiccator overnight. Dried samples were mounted on carbon tape and
sputtered with gold on a Spi Module Sputter Coater (Spi Supplies: Westchester, PA,
USA) at 20 mA for 20 s. Samples were then analyzed on a LEO 1525 Scanning
Electron Microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). A minimal acceleration voltage, in
the range of 1- 5 kV, were used to image each material.
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2.2.3.3. Cell/Proliferation/
Cell proliferation was measured using a water-soluble tetrazolium salt (WST).83 A
formazan product was produced by cellular mitochondrial dehydrogenases by
conversion of the WST-1 reagent. The formazan product was measured quantitatively
using UV-visible spectroscopy. Samples were measured in triplicates (n=3). After seven
days of incubation, 10 µl of cell proliferation reagent WST-1 (Roche Applied Science,
USA) was added to each well, incubated at 37oC in a 95% air and 5% CO2 atmosphere
for 4 h, and then mixed thoroughly on a shaker for 1 min. The absorbance of the
supernatants was measured against a background control blank using a microplate
reader (Synergy 2 Multi-Mode Microplate Reader, BioTek, USA).
2.2.4. InBVivo/Animal/Model/Using/NBC,/OBC,/and/Cellulose/CdHA/Composites/
The following work was performed according to an approved protocol by the
University of Tennessee Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (UTK IACUC).
An animal model was used to evaluate the effectiveness of cellulose and
cellulose/hydroxyapatite composites in helping a bone defect heal. Five experimental
conditions were analyzed: a control group where an empty defect is used, NBC, OBC,
NBC/CdHA, OBC/CdHA. Sprague Dawley Rats (male, 8 weeks old, ~226-250 g) were
purchased from Charles River Laboratory (Wilmington, MA). The animals were given a
one week acclimation period to recover from stress and environment change.
Surgery was performed by making an incision along the midline of the calvarium
with blunt dissection down to the bone and subsequent elevation of the periosteum.
One 6 mm defect was made using a bone trephine. The defect was left empty for
control subjects and filled with the cellulose scaffold in other subjects. Closure of the
periosteum, fascia, and dermal layers using sutures was performed to conclude the
procedure.
Scaffolds were recovered 30 days post operatively. A bone saw was used to
recover tissue at the implant site and the adjacent area. The harvested tissue was
immediately placed into Carson’s fixative for 48 hours. The tissue was then dehydrated
through an ethanol series of 50, 70, 90, 100% ethanol with a final incubation in 50%
ethanol-50% propylene oxide solution. The tissue samples were then embedded in 50%
propylene oxide-50% Spur’s embedding medium with two changes of medium over a 24
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hour period without hardening taking place. Pure Spurr’s medium was combined with
the hardening component and placed under vacuum. This solution was changed twice
over 24 hours. Finally, the sample was placed in fresh Spur’s media with hardener
overnight in an oven at 65oC. From the embedded sample, 100 micron sections were
obtained by cutting then mounting them to a glass slide for subsequent polishing. The
samples were then stained using Sanderson’s rapid bone stain and counter stained
using acid fuchsin to examine bone ingrowth. Each stain was performed on a slider
warmer (~45oC) for about one minute each.
2.2.5. Macroporous/BC/CdHA/Scaffolds/
Macroporous scaffolds were produced following a traditional porogen-leaching
method, presented in greater detail in Figure 8. Two polyethylene microsphere size
distributions of 106-125 µm and 300-355 µm were acquired (Cospheric, Santa Barbara,
CA). The polymer microspheres were ethanol sterilized and allowed to dry. Each range
of microspheres was combined separately with Shramm-Hestrin media and
Gluconacetobacter sucrofermentans. BC was cultured for 14 days in the SchrammHestrin media with polyethylene spheres. BC was purified with a four hour wash in 4%
SDS at 70oC followed by a four hour wash in 4% NaOH at 70oC. Sequential Millipore
water washes were performed until the solution pH was neutralized.80 In order to
remove the polyethylene sphere, the BC was placed in boiling xylene for 4 hours. The
scaffolds were then placed in isopropanol overnight and then washed with DI water.
CdHA deposition was performed by sequential immersion in 100mM CaCl2 and 60mM
Na2HPO4 aqueous solutions.31 The BC was incubated in each solution once to
complete one cycle of deposition. Scaffolds were frozen at -80oC before lyophilizing
overnight. The scaffolds were coated with gold for 20 seconds at 20 milliamperes using
a Spi Module Sputter Coater (Spi Supplies, Westchester, PA). Imaging was performed
using a LEO 1525 SEM (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).
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Figure 8: Fabrication of Macroporous Bacterial Cellulose
This image describes the stepwise process to produce macroporous BC by the porogen-leaching method.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Oxidized/BC/Characterization/
2.3.1.1. Degree/of/Oxidation/
For each oxidation used in this study, the BC concentration in solution was
always held constant with only the amount of oxidizing agent varied. The titration of the
hydroxylamine showed that, as expected, as the oxidizer concentration increased, so
did the degree of oxidation (Table 3). The highest oxidizing concentration was not
analyzed for degree of oxidation for reasons that will be discussed later.

Table 3: Degree of Oxidation for Bacterial Cellulose

Sample
Periodate Concentration
(mmol)
Degree of Oxidation

Native BC

OBC 1

OBC 2

OBC 3

OBC 4

0

10

20

40

100

0

10.7

14.9

53.5

-
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The samples were imaged and are presented in Figure 9 along with the average
diameters presented in Figure 10. The diameters were determined by a three-point
method in order to minimize error during measurement. The change in pellicle
diameters from the oxidation treatments change significantly for OBC 4, produced using
100 mmol sodium periodate concentration.

Figure 9: Macroscopic Comparison of Varying OBC Treatment
This figure shows the macroscopic dimensions of samples after incubation with the corresponding sodium periodate
concentration.
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Figure 10: Oxidized Bacterial Cellulose Pellicle Diameters
Illustrated in this figure is the average sample diameter with 95% confidence intervals. The asterisk indicates the
experimental group with a statistically significant difference from other experimental sample groups.

2.3.1.2. Degradation/Study/
The percent mass remaining versus time profiles of static and dynamic
incubations of NBC and OBC in PBS are presented in Figure 11. The general trends are
as expected with more mass loss in higher degree of oxidation samples. It should be
noted that in static evaluation, NBC and OBC 1 initially exhibited increased percent
mass with time, but then decreased with longer incubation times. Additionally, the
percent mass losses in static incubations were minimal in comparison to the greater
percent mass losses measured from dynamic incubations. The mass losses under static
conditions at the final time point were statistically significant for same material tested
under dynamic conditions (i.e. static NBC showed statistically significant greater mass
loss under dynamic conditions).
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Figure 11: Degradation Profiles of BC and OBC in Static and Dynamic Conditions
In this figure the remaining mass percent versus time is present for BC and varying degree of oxidation of BC for
static (Left) and dynamic (Right) incubation.

2.3.1.3. Tensile/Testing/
The software and computer controlled tensile testing equipment supplied raw
data in the form of load and elongation data points. These data points were converted
into stress ( σ ) and strain ( ε ) data. A representative stress versus strain curve is
presented for each experimental group in Appendix C. The elastic modulus (Figure 12),
from the slope of the linear region, declines from a maximum with native BC down to the
most oxidized BC. The UTS (Figure 13) follows an identical trend as the modulus, with
decreasing strength associated with increased oxidation of BC. The elongation at break
(Figure 14) increased with a small degree of oxidation but then decreased with further
oxidation.
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Figure 12: Tensile Elastic Modulus of Oxidized Bacterial Cellulose
Plotted in the figure is the average elastic modulus variations over a range of oxidations varied by the concentration
of sodium periodate in solution.

Figure 13: Ultimate Tensile Strength of Oxidized Bacterial Cellulose
Plotted in the figure is the average ultimate strength values over a range of oxidations varied by the concentration of
sodium periodate in solution.
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Figure 14: Elongation at Break of Oxidized Bacterial Cellulose
Plotted in the figure is the average percent elongate at break variations over a range of oxidations varied by the
concentration of sodium periodate in solution.

2.3.1.4. In/Vitro/Evaluation/of/Osteoblasts/on/BC/and/OBC//
The WST-1 assay (Figure 15) showed that the scaffolds supported cell growth
during the 7-day culture. Each value plotted includes error bars showing the 95%
confidence interval. All OBC scaffolds on the first day showed statistically similar
absorbances. The absorbance for all oxidized scaffolds exhibited statistically significant
higher values than native BC on the first day. On the seventh day, OBC 2 showed
statistically significant higher absorbance than all other scaffolds.
A set of images is presented in Figure 16 and illustrates the cell viability after
seven days. All scaffolds show a high number of viable cells (green) and a low number
of dead cells (red). OBC 2 and OBC 3 show higher cell numbers in the spot images
than NBC and OBC 1. Additionally, OBC 2 and OBC 3 show improved cell spreading.
However, this trend does not come across in the images presented here because the
lighter green colors, indicating where cells are spreading, are lost in translating the
electronic files to print images.
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Figure 15: WTS-1 Assay from Cultures on NBC and OBC
This chart evaluates cell growth over the seven day period with evaluation time points at day one and day seven with
95% confidence intervals. The absorbance of NBC at day 1 is less than other scaffolds on day one and statistically
significant. The absorbance of OBC 2 on day 7 is greater than other scaffold on day seven and the difference is
statistically significant.
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Figure 16: NBC and OBC Confocal Live/Dead Fluorescence Images
The images from day 7 of the study show live cells as green (Calcein AM) and dead cells as red (EthD-1) with only a
few cells in each image as red, supporting that these scaffolds are not harmful to the cells.

In order to observe cell morphology, SEM imaging was used and images are
presented in Figure 17 through Figure 20. Scaffolds on day one showed cells attached,
but oriented along a single axis. Day three images showed a similar trend, but with
some improvement towards spreading out multi-directionally. On the seventh day, NBC
scaffolds showed improved cell spread in more directions than one axis. OBC 1 still
exhibited spreading along a single axis. A significant improvement in cell spreading was
observed on the OBC 2 and OBC 3 scaffolds. The spreading has proceeded to such as
high degree that there are only small circular regions where cells did not cover the
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fibrous scaffold. A higher magnification image is provided for OBC 2 and OBC 3 on the
seventh day to illustrate that regions exist that are still the underlying fibrous scaffold
and regions are present with cells that cover the fibrous scaffold.
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Figure 17: SEM Images of Osteoblasts on NBC
The array of images shows cells on NBC scaffolds from each time point of the study. In each image, individual cells
are shown spreading across the scaffold.
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Figure 18: SEM Images of Osteoblasts on OBC 1
The array of images shows cells on OBC 1 scaffolds from each time point of the study. In each image, individual cells
are shown spreading across the scaffold.
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Figure 19: SEM Images of Osteoblasts on OBC 2
The array of images shows cells on OBC 2 scaffolds from each time point of the study. In day 1 and day 3 images,
individual cells are shown spreading across the scaffold. Day 7 shows a scaffold that is covered with cells,
extracellular matrix product, or both with small, circular regions left showing the fibrous structure of BC. A high
magnification image is presented of the day 7 scaffold to show there are regions exhibiting the original fibrous
morphology and regions covered with cells.
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Figure 20: SEM Images of Osteoblasts on OBC 3
The array of images shows cells on OBC 3 scaffolds from each time point of the study. In day 1 and day 3 images,
individual cells are shown spreading across the scaffold. Day 7 shows a scaffold that is covered with cells,
extracellular matrix product, or both with small, circular regions left showing the fibrous structure of BC. A high
magnification image is presented of the day 7 scaffold to show there are regions exhibiting the original fibrous
morphology and regions covered with cells.
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2.3.1.5. In/Vivo/Animal/Model/with/BC,/OBC,/and/BCBCdHA/
An investigation to access the ability of a non-critical size defect in a rat
calvarium to heal with the aid of BC scaffolds was performed. The scaffolds investigated
included native BC, oxidized BC, native BC-CdHA, and oxidized BC-CdHA. The OBC in
this study used cellulose that was oxidized using a 50 mM periodate solution.7 The
native bone in Figure 21A was stained using a procedure that produces a red color for
mineralized bone and a blue or purple color for soft tissue. Native bone is shown in
Figure 21A with the periosteum, a membranous soft tissue layer indicated by the thin,
dark purple layer, above and below the bone. The majority of the image is bone, shown
by the red tint for the mineralized skull tissue. At 30 days post-operation, it was
observed that empty defects, which served as controls, exhibited only a thin layer of soft
tissue across the defect, which is shown in Figure 21B. The blue stain in the image
indicates cells and tissue that is not mineralized.

Figure 21: Histology Images of of Rat Calvarium with and an Empty Defect
Native bone tissue (A) and a bone-empty defect interface (B) are presented in the figure. Sandersons rapid bone
stain was used with acid fuschin counterstain to show cells and tissue. The native bone tissue, shown in image A,
illustrates the structure of undamaged bone tissue. Mineralized bone shows a slight red/pink color and blue/purple
regions show soft tissue layers on each side of the bone. The bone-empty defect, shown in image B, shows minimal
tissue regeneration after 30 days of healing was allowed. Bone is located at the left of the image. The arrows pointing
to the right line the bone defect edge. The area in between the arrows outlines the new tissue that was trying to
traverse the defect gap during healing.

BC scaffolds (Figure 22A) and BC-CdHA (Figure 22B) scaffolds exhibited the
ability to facilitate cells by providing a structure for cells to span the gap of the defect.
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The scaffolds showed small red regions, indicating some mineralization took place.
However, this could be attributed to a non-specific staining of CdHA rather than staining
osteoblasts or osteocytes. Higher magnification images (not shown here) show that
scaffolds did not accommodate cell infiltration into the bulk of the tissue scaffolds.
Further, the composites were not producing significant mineralized tissue since the
composites mostly stained blue.

Figure 22: Cross-section of BC-Bone (A) and BC/CdHA-Bone (B) Interfaces
Sandersons rapid bone stain with acid fuchsin counterstain reveals the cell and tissue structures. In the NBC scaffold,
shown in image A, the NBC is on the left and the bone is on the right. Arrows on the left line the cellulose edge and
arrows on the right line the bone edge. New tissue is located between the arrows. Similarly, the NBC-CdHA scaffold,
shown in image B, has bone on the left and the composite on the right. Arrows line the bone edge on the left and the
composite edge on the right. New tissue is located between the arrows.

2.3.2. Imaging/of/Macroporous/BC/CdHA/Scaffolds/
Separate size ranges of polyethylene microspheres were acquired in ranges of
106-125 µm and 300-355 µm diameters. Images of these spheres are shown in Figure
23. The measured diameter averages of the polymer microspheres were 120 and 342
µm with standard deviations of 9.2 and 16.3 µm, respectively.
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Figure 23: Polyethylene Porogens
Shown by SEM imaging are the polymer microspheres used as porogens in the macroporous cellulose fabrication. In
the image on the left are microspheres that averaged 120 µm in diameter and on the right are microspheres that
averaged 342 µm in diameter.

Polyethylene porogens of a single size range were used in separate bacteria
cultures to generate macroporous structures. The polyethylene microspheres were
dissolved using xylene produced the macroporous BC scaffolds. A fracture surface was
produced for imaging. Microspheres with an average diameter of 342 µm were used in
culture to produce the BC structure imaged and presented in Figure 24. The image
shows pores on a similar scale as the 342 µm diameter porogens used in culture with
bacteria.
CdHA was deposited on macroporous BC produced from culture with
microspheres with an average diameter of 342 µm. The scaffolds were dried and
mounted for imaging. The images of the liquid nitrogen fracture surface are presented
in Figure 25. Low magnification images in Figure 25A and B show the area imaged in
Figure 25C, which shows rosettes of CdHA are present on the BC fibers.
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Figure 24: SEM Image of Macroporous BC
An SEM image of BC fracture surface exhibiting a macroporous structure is presented. The voids generated are
similar in scale to the 342 µm average diameter of the microspheres used in the BC growth media during culture.

Figure 25: SEM Images of Macroporous BC/CdHA
The images show a low magnification (A), a medium magnification (B), and high magnification (C) of the same spot.
Images A and B show a macroporous BC fracture surface. Image C shows BC fibers with CdHA rosettes.
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2.4. Discussion
2.4.1. Oxidized/BC/
The goal of this work was to investigate and determine optimum oxidation
conditions to achieve specific properties. At the time of publication, existing reports
typically only investigated a single oxidized cellulose sample and compared it to native
BC. The studies that reported on multiple levels of oxidation were not interested in the
resulting changes in mechanical properties or degradation profiles. This study aims to
fill in the knowledge gap.
The images in Figure 9 used for the measurements reported in Figure 10 show a
statistically significant change in OBC 4. This change is the result of over oxidation of
the sample due to the high concentration of periodate in solution with the cellulose.
Therefore, this scaffold was not evaluated in the characterization methods. This
experimental group is still valuable as it shows approximately where the upper end of
the oxidant concentration is located.
The titration method using hydroxylamine was selected due to its ability to rapidly
access the degree of oxidation without significant sample prep or testing time. This
method is effective, but has been shown to reveal a slightly lower degree of oxidation in
comparison to other test methods.81 However, the difference between testing methods
is only 2-3% percent.84 Similar precision in evaluation methods was found on
polyaldehyde dextrans using the titration method for aldehyde analysis compared to the
measurement by combustion.85 Still, the titration method used in this study is rapid. The
speedy assessment will allow for correlation to mechanical properties and degradation
rates in order to prepare samples for different tissues with minimal preparation.
During the degradation evaluation (Figure 11), the static NBC briefly gained
mass. This can be explained by an adsorption of salts from the PBS buffer left behind in
the samples, which added mass to the material. The salts can form complexes with the
cellulose hydroxyls, similar to the mechanism that occurs in depositing hydroxyapatite
on cellulose using salt solutions,24 and increase the sample mass. As time passed, the
NBC and OBC exhibited mass loss. Increased degree of oxidation was associated with
increased mass loss.
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The dynamic degradation measurements showed more dramatic mass loss, but
incomplete degradation was still present after a three-month evaluation. Previous
reports have shown oxidation of crystalline and amorphous regions of cellulose by
periodate,15,22 but Kim et al showed the points of oxidation along cellulose fibers are
random.22 This can leave regions of cellulose unaffected by the periodate treatment
and, thus, less favorable to completely degrade in a study such as this. Dialdehyde
cellulose has been shown to hydrolyze into degradation products of glycolic acid and
2,4 dihydroxybutyric acid.20 It should also be noted that at the times for PBS solution
changes, the OBC 2 and OBC 3 solutions typically were drifting towards a more acidic
pH, indicated by the phenol red indicator in the PBS. This observation also supports the
plot of dynamic degradation where these two scaffolds lost the most mass and
produced the acidic trend through the acid by-products of dialdehyde cellulose
degradation.
A previous study from our laboratory used HEPES buffer under static and
dynamic conditions to evaluate native BC and OBC after 14 days at 37oC.24 Each
sample was reduced by nearly 37% while the native BC decreased only 8% under static
conditions and 20% under dynamic conditions.24 The results from the previous study
are similar to the results measured here with increased mass loss from dynamic
conditions. The mass loss under static conditions can be attributed to the salts in
solution promoting degradation via hydrolysis since there were no other significant
factors to aid the breakdown of the hydrogels. The weight loss in dynamic conditions is
due to mechanical agitation accelerating the degradation process. Li et al reported that
after 7 days of incubation in PBS, the OBC degrades and becomes more porous.86 That
study showed pore diameter increased to 50-100 µm. This finding is desirable and
advantageous since the increased pore diameters provide better means for cell
infiltration into the polymer bulk.
The mechanical properties of BC and the varying dialdehyde content OBCs are
shown in Figure 12 through Figure 14. The tensile strength and modulus compared
between native BC and oxidized BC trends similarly with other reported values.86 The
absolute value of moduli in this study is higher likely due to the testing method. All nonspecifically adsorbed water was removed in this study prior to testing, thus reducing the
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cross sectional area. From Hooke’s law, a reduction in cross section area increases the
modulus. The strength is due to the number of fibers in the cross-sectional area in the
samples. The simple relationship between fiber count and the strength of the mat
explains thicker samples will have greater strength due to a higher number of fibers.
The similar mechanical properties between OBC 1 and OBC 2 can be explained by the
titration measurement (Table 3), which showed similar degree of oxidation.
The periodate reaction produces a linear chain by opening the glucose ring. The
change in flexibility has been reviewed as a function of the root-mean-square end-toend distance, a measurement of polymer conformation of random coiled polymers.87
This same explanation can be applied to the trends observed in mechanical testing of
periodate oxidized BC. Upon oxidation, an increase in ductility is measured (Figure 14).
The ductility, after increasing significantly with mild oxidation, decreases with further
oxidation. The increase in ductility can be explained by the polymer chain flexibility from
the oxidation process. The ring opening oxidation produces a linear chain of five
carbons and an oxygen that can rotate to accommodate a loading force. The loading
force causes the C-C and C-O bonds to rotate into a conformation that maximizes
length prior to fracture. This process is illustrated in Figure 26. The decrease in ductility
can be contributed to local over oxidation of regions along the fiber that produces a
more brittle behavior.
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Figure 26: Chain Rearrangement of OBC
This figure summarizes the oxidation process in the top row. The middle row illustrates 4 repeat units of the
dialdehyde structure in an arrangement similar to the original ring structure of NBC. Once a load is applied to the
structure shown in the middle row, rotations about the C-C and C-O bonds allows for a conformation with an
increased length. This diagram helps explain how OBC can exhibit more ductility and undergo greater strain before
fracture in comparison to NBC.

2.4.2. In/Vitro/Model/B/Cell/Culture/
The NBC and OBC scaffolds support cell attachment and spreading supported
by the following measurements and discussion. The WST-1, Figure 15, measures the
number of cells and metabolic activity of cells in culture with the scaffolds. The
increased conversion of the reagent on day 7 to the formazan product is a result that
can be associated with a larger cell count or more metabolically active cells. On day
seven, the absorbance in NBC scaffolds were statistically similar to OBC 1 and OBC 3
scaffolds. OBC 2 is the only scaffold with a statistically significant difference on day
seven from other scaffolds. This finding shows that after seven days, cells on OBC 2
were present in higher number or more metabolically active. This analysis, using WST1, is the best method used in this study to evaluate cell number or metabolic activity of
cells on the entire scaffold. The remaining tests used here will evaluate small areas as
opposed to the entire scaffold.
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All scaffolds demonstrated support of cellular growth with good cell viability,
shown by Figure 16. The same images show that OBC 2 and OBC 3 have a greater
number of cells present on the spots imaged than NBC and OBC 1. However, this is a
cell count in a small area as opposed to the evaluation of the entire scaffold. The OBC 2
and OBC 3 scaffolds show improved spreading of cells on the scaffold, but the light
green colors that indicate the spreading do not come through in this report. In order to
investigate the cell spreading more accurately, SEM imaging was performed. The SEM
images (Figure 19 through Figure 20) show the scaffolds of OBC 2 and OBC 3 are
almost completely covered on day seven. The thorough coverage observed by SEM
can be explained by improved cell spreading and extracellular matrix production. The
production of extracellular matrix has been reported by Wang et al., where MC-3T3 E4
cell lines produced a mineralized extracellular matrix after 10 days of culture.88 The
changes in cell behavior can be attributed to local changes in surface chemistry and
fiber modulus where oxidation occurred.
2.4.3. In/Vivo/Animal/Model/
A method to repair critical size defects was evaluated. A defect was generated by
the removal of bone in the shape of a disk. The defect was generated in the calvaria
(skull). The biomaterial composite was then placed into the bone defect site for a period
of time to allow bone healing before harvesting the surrounding bone and biomaterial at
the defect site for evaluation. The selected animal model for this study was the rat as it
has extensive literature for use in similar studies.
This study evaluated four materials through five experimental groups.

The

experimental groups included 1) a control with an empty defect, 2) NBC, 3) OBC, 4)
NBC-CdHA, and 5) OBC-CdHA. These groups were selected as the native BC has
previously been shown to be biocompatible, but not bioresorbable. The oxidized BC,
produced through periodate oxidation, is believed to be bioresorbable through the
resulting chemical modification. The hydroxyapatite was included, as it is believed to
promote osseous regeneration. Previous work by Hutchens et al. demonstrated the
ceramic produced using the synthesis method used here produces HA, shown by XRD
diffraction pattern (Figure 27 Left), with a crystal structure similar to that found in native
bone with an elongated c-axis (Figure 27 Right).31
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Figure 27: XRD Pattern of HA and Crystallite Sizes
The images are reproduced with permission from Elsevier under license 3258761349499. The x-ray diffraction
patterns (Left) are shown with NBC and NBC/HA composites. HA crystallite sizes are shown (Right) with standard
deviations shown as error bars. Statistical significance is noted in the image showing elongation on the c-axis ((002)
and (004) reflections).

The 6mm defect produced was selected since it is smaller than critical size.
Without a bone graft or other bone healing treatment, the defect will heal autonomously.
Through comparison between the control group (empty defect) and implant sites where
one of the selected biomaterials was placed, no adverse effects were observed. The
absence of these adverse effects includes no presence of inflammation or infection.
The staining procedure used in this study was selected since one stain allows for
the soft tissue to be visualized and the other stain allows the mineralized tissue to be
observed. The lack of bone formation across the defect space in the control animals
was expected. The four-week period allowed for healing was sufficient for this study to
evaluate the implanted biomaterials, but not long enough for an empty defect to repair
itself. As expected, NBC, OBC, and composites of NBC or OBC with CdHA exhibited
improved cell growth in the interstitial space between the bone defect edge and the
implant over the cell growth and tissue formation observed in the empty defect after 30
days. The implanted scaffolds supported cell growth on the surface without presence of
woven bone growth into the bulk of the implanted materials. These observations were
confirmed by the surgeon who assisted with the surgeries along with another
confirmation from another independent researcher.
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A suitable bone substitute must be biocompatible, permit adsorption and
proliferation of the bone forming osteoblast cells, be resorbable after performing its
function, and promote integration with the surrounding host tissue. The biomaterials
(BC, OBC, NBC/CdHA, and OBC/CdHA) tested here have been shown to be
biocompatible by the absence of inflammation or infection in the animal model. The
material also showed the ability to allow adsorption of bone cells. However, it did not
show good host integration. Therefore, a modification in material production must be
made to promote better cell infiltration into the material bulk to improve host integration.
2.4.4. Macroporous/BCBCdHA/Scaffolds/
BC scaffolds exhibit a porous structure on the nanoscale; however, for cell
migration and proliferation into the scaffold, the porosity must be on the microscale (i.e.
100-350 µm). In order to make the scaffolds more accommodating for cell penetration
into the bulk material, a more porous structure must be engineered. The ability to form
CdHA rosettes on the material throughout the scaffold is also of interest.
In order to engineer greater porosity into scaffolds, the porogen/particle-leaching
technique has been very popular for various applications. The technique was employed
to produce macroporous BC, shown in Figure 24. The results are similar to previous
reports using sieved (90-500 µm) paraffin microspheres with BC.6,78 The size of the
voids produced in this work are slightly smaller than the 342 µm diameter porogens
used. This is due to a lack of control in the production of the fracture surface imaged.
The fracture surface is likely going through areas where the maximum diameter of the
void is not present. This leads to an image that shows voids slightly less than the
diameter of the original porogen.
The porogen used was selected by accounting for the solvent necessary to
remove the microspheres from the cellulose matrix. An appropriate solvent will not alter
the cellulose or the overall cellulose structure. The solvent was selected using the
solubility parameters of cellulose, polyethylene, and solvents. Xylene was selected due
to its hydrophobic nature, allowing the solvent to dissolve the polyethylene
microspheres and leave cellulose unaffected. This is supported by the solubility
parameters listed in Table 1. As listed in the table, xylene does not possess polar forces
(δp) or hydrogen bonding (δh), while cellulose has polar forces and hydrogen bonding.
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The overall solubility parameters (δ) of cellulose and xylene are also significantly
different, showing unfavorable affinity between xylene and cellulose. Cellulose even
resists going into solution with thermodynamically favorable polar solvents due to
extensive hydrogen bonding in cellulose.14,89 N,N-dimethyl acetamide (DMAc) with LiCl
is one of the few systems that can dissolve cellulose without depolymerizing the
cellulose.90 The DMAc/LiCl system utilizes cations to coordinate with cellulose hydroxyl
groups and break the hydrogen bonds. Xylene cannot modify or dissolve cellulose since
the components are thermodynamically unfavorable for mixing, and the solvent does
not possess the ability to break the cellulose hydrogen bonds.
As an additional step, CdHA was deposited onto the BC fibers of the
microporous scaffold, shown in Figure 25, to produce the first reported BC/CdHA
macroporous scaffold. The macroporous BC/CdHA scaffold can be further improved by
producing an interconnected structure by sintering the microspheres, similar to methods
previous reports have used for interconnected structure formation.91 An interconnected
structure will allow for cells to infiltrate the bulk of the scaffold and speed tissue
regeneration. A study with stem cells showed varying cell motility dependent on pore
diameter.92 The optimum porogen size and interconnection diameter must be
determined for BC and the cell type.

2.5. Conclusions
The OBC characterization study showed that OBC could be tailored to meet
various application needs. The mechanical testing showed the ability to tailor
mechanical properties by varying the degree of oxidation, thereby altering the modulus,
tensile strength, and ductility of the hydrogel. Additionally, the degree of oxidation was
shown to be a factor in the degradation profile of the material. Furthermore, the
evaluation supported that the materials are bioresorbable due to the measured
decrease in mass with time at physiological pH. The use of OBC as a bone scaffold
was shown through WST-1 and SEM testing to be possible as preosteoblastic cells
performed best on 20mmol periodate oxidized BC. Lastly, an animal model evaluating
NBC, OBC, BC/CdHA, and OBC/CdHA demonstrated the materials performed well in a
bone healing application through their support of new tissue growth and absence of
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infection or inflammation. The performance of the materials can be improved in future
evaluations by generating the macroporous structure with deposited CdHA to allow for
improved tissue regeneration throughout the material.
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Chapter 3
Bone Scaffolds: A Hydroxyapatite Powder from Bacterial Cellulose
*The following chapter was published under “Biomimetic Hydroxyapatite Powder from a Bacterial
Cellulose Scaffold”. The work is reprinted here with permission from Springer under license
3258391473019. The work remains mainly from the published article with some additions of greater
detail.

3.1. Introduction
BC and CdHA have received much attention as biomaterials due to their
excellent properties. BC/CdHA composites have been formed and investigated for bone
regeneration applications. However, these composites have limitations. Bacteria are
cultured and cellulose forms at the air-liquid interface. The BC increases in thickness
with time and has the width and length of the container it is cultured in. The BC is
unable to attain the complex shapes that are formed at injury and implant sites. Still, the
CdHA produced by precipitation on BC is ideal since it possesses a calcium deficiency
allowing for it to be resorbed under physiological conditions. Therefore, it is desirable to
find other applications for the biomimetic CdHA. One other application for the CdHA is
as filler in injectable systems.
The production of CdHA powder from BC/CdHA can be produced using a
method that degrades BC. Cellulose can be dissolved using N,N-dimethylacetamide
and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride93 or LiCl90, but residual solvents in
biomaterials are always a concern. Two other methods to remove cellulose from a
composite include pyrolysis or enzymes. Cellulose is volatilized or turns into a char byproduct by pyrolysis. The volatilized products include water, carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, hydrogen, oils, and hydrocarbons.94 Factors including the heating rate,
temperature, and environment each control the products formed by pyrolysis. Char is
minimized by high heating rates and high final temperatures.94 An oxidizing environment
reduces the mass retained. BC can approach zero mass with temperatures above
450°C.95
Cellulases are common, heavily studied96, commercially available enzymes that
breakdown

cellulose.97

Trichoderma

reesei

is

composed

of

three

enzymes

(endocellulase, exocellulase, and cellobiase) that convert cellulose into glucose.98 Each
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enzyme in Trichoderma reesei has its own specific role in converting cellulose to
glucose, shown in Figure 28. Crystalline, hydrogen-bound cellulose is degraded into
linear, amorphous chains of cellulose by the hydrolysis of hydrogen bonding via
endocellulase. Cellobiose is produced from cellulose chains through the exocellulase
enzyme. Glucose is formed by cellobiase from cellobiose.
This investigation aims to produce biomimetic CdHA powders by using an
enzyme or heat to degrade cellulose from BC/HA composites. The powders will be
analyzed using SEM, EDX, FTIR, and TGA. SEM will be used to ensure the rosette
morphology of the composite is retained. EDX will be used to verify the calciumdeficient morphology is unchanged from the processing. FTIR and TGA will measure
the residual material left from each degradation method by chemical and mass
composition, respectively.
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Figure 28: Cellulase Component Roles
This figure illustrates the role of each of the three (endocellulase, exocellulase, and cellobiase) cellulase enzymes. It
should be noted that the repeat units for crystalline cellulose were omitted for simplicity of the illustration.
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3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. Material/Preparation/
3.2.1.1. Bacterial/Cellulose/Synthesis//
Gluconacetobacter sucrofermentans from the American Type Culture Collection
(Manassas, VA, USA) (ATCC 700178) was obtained for use in this work. 24-well cell
culture plates were used to culture pellicles of BC of 1.6 cm in diameter and grown to a
thickness of 0.5 cm at the air-liquid interface after 14 days of growth in SchrammHestrin media with mannitol as the sugar source.79 Cellulose purification was achieved
by a 4 hour wash in 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate solution at 70oC followed by a 4 hour
wash in 4% sodium hydroxide solution at 70oC. Sequential Millipore water washes were
performed until the solution pH was neutralized.80
3.2.1.2. CalciumBDeficient/Hydroxyapatite/Deposition/
CdHA deposition was performed by sequential immersion in 100mM CaCl2 and
60mM Na2HPO4 aqueous solutions.31 BC was incubated in each salt solution for a
period of 12 hours at 23°C and switched to the other solution. One CdHA deposition
cycle was defined as the treatment of BC undergoing one incubation in CaCl2 solution
followed by one incubation in Na2HPO4 solution. Higher cycle depositions were
achieved by repetition of the salt solution incubations. BC/CdHA samples subjected to
1, 3, and 5 cycle depositions were prepared for this study.
3.2.1.3. Enzymatic/Degradation/of/BC/
Trichoderma reesei (ATCC 26921, Worthington Biochemical Corporation) with 25
units per dry milligram were placed in solution with Millipore water at 0.05 mg/mL and
0.1 mg/mL. Each solution had acetic acid added until a pH of 5.0 was achieved where
the enzyme was at optimum conditions for its activity. BC and BC/CdHA samples were
placed in respective solutions, separately, for 21 days. The residual materials were
harvested after the incubation period by centrifugation at 1,000 rpm and washed three
times with fresh Millipore water to remove residual glucose and enzymes. The BC
control cultured with the enzyme did not produce a pellet upon centrifugation. Samples
were frozen at -80oC, lyophilized, and then characterized.
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3.2.1.4. Thermal/Degradation/of/BC/
Five-cycle BC/CdHA composites were placed in a covered container to prevent
debris from contaminating the samples. The composite was placed in a furnace at
500oC for one hour in air.
3.2.2. CdHA/Powder/from/BCBCdHA/Composites/Characterization/
3.2.2.1. Scanning/Electron/Microscopy/(SEM)/
Each material for SEM investigation was frozen using a -80oC freezer and
lyophilized for at least 24 hours. Samples were mounted using carbon tape and
sputtered with gold using a Spi Module Sputter Coater (Spi Supplies, Westchester, PA)
at 20 milliamps for 10 seconds. A LEO 1525 Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) was used to image materials using minimal excitation voltage to
avoid charging effects during SEM examination.
3.2.2.2. Energy/Dispersive/XBRay/Spectroscopy/(EDX)/
Elemental microanalysis of BC, BC/CdHA composites, enzyme treated BC/CdHA
composites, and a thermal treated BC/CdHA composite was performed using the LEO
1525 SEM with a Link Pentafet detector and analyzer from Oxford Instruments. Each
EDX spectrum was produced using an acceleration voltage of 20kV and collected for 30
seconds or more.
3.2.2.3. Fourier/Transform/Infrared/Spectroscopy/(FTIR)/
Each starting material and enzyme or thermally treated composite was frozen
using a -80oC freezer and lyophilized for at least 24 hours. Moisture was removed from
the pellicles using a vacuum oven. The material was ground into KBr and formed for
analysis using a screw-type press to produce a pellet. A total of 256 co-added scans
were collected using a BioRad FTS6000 Spectrometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) at
a resolution of 4 cm-1. The CdHA 1032 cm-1 phosphate vibration and the BC 1435 cm-1
CH2 bending peak were analyzed to evaluate the removal of cellulose from the original
cellulose-hydroxyapatite composites.
3.2.2.4. Thermal/Gravimetric/Analysis/(TGA)/
A Mettler TA 4000 TGA was used to evaluate materials under heating conditions.
Starting materials of BC, 1 cycle BC/CdHA, and 5 cycle BC/CdHA composites were
tested and used as baseline data for comparison to the results from enzyme treated or
thermally treated composites. The TGA was purged using nitrogen at 40 mL/min with a
sample heating rate of 10°C/min.
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3.3. Results
3.3.1. Characterization/of/CdHA/Powder/from/BCBCdHA/Composites//
3.3.1.1. Scanning/Electron/Microscopy/(SEM)/
Images are presented of native BC and BC/CdHA composites and are as
expected from previous publications.31 The nanofibrous and nanoporous structure of the
BC is presented in Figure 29A and shows an average fiber diameter of 34 nm. Figure
29B and C show composites with cellulose fibers covered with ceramic rosettes of
hydroxyapatite. As the cycles were repeated, the rosettes grew larger. This is shown in
Figure 29C, which shows the 5 cycle BC/CdHA composite. A 5 cycle BC/CdHA that was
thermally treated is presented in Figure 30. The image reveals the original rosette
structure of nanoscale ceramic plates remains intact with no observable presence of the
original underlying cellulose fibers.

99

Figure 29: SEM Images of BC Composites (Adapted )
Native BC (A), 1 Cycle BC/CdHA (B), and 5 Cycle BC/CdHA (C).
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Figure 30: Five BC/CdHA Composite SEM Image After Heat Treatment (Adapted )
o
This high magnification image shows the retained structure of the composite after exposure to a 500 C environment.

Similarly, images are presented in Figure 31 and Figure 32 to qualitatively
access the effectiveness of the enzyme treatment. Each image shows small bunches of
HA plates. The dimensions of the plates are 600 nm or smaller, and the plates are still
intact after the purification step of centrifugation.
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Figure 31: SEM Images of BC/CdHA Composites after Enzyme Treatment
These images are from BC/HA composites of 1 (A), 3 (B), and 5 cycle composites after treatment in an enzyme
solution of 0.05 mg/mL.
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Figure 32: SEM Images of BC/CdHA Composites after Enzyme Treatment
These images are from BC/HA composites of 1 (A), 3 (B), and 5 cycle composites after treatment in an enzyme
solution of 0.1 mg/mL.

3.3.1.2. Energy/Dispersive/XBRay/Spectroscopy/(EDX)/
EDX was performed on the original BC/CdHA composites and composites after
treatment with the enzyme or heat. The method was used to evaluate calcium
phosphate ratios by acquiring five measurements on each sample, shown in Figure 33.
Each calcium phosphate ratio is presented as an average with 95% confidence intervals
shown. All values fall between 1.33 and 1.67, indicating that all hydroxyapatite is
calcium-deficient.
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Figure 33: Atomic Ca:P Ratios from EDX
Average Ca:P ratios with 95% confidence interval of the original Composites and enzyme cultured and thermally
treated samples.

3.3.1.3. Thermal/Gravimetric/Analysis/(TGA)/
TGA was analyzed to determine the composition of BC/HA composites after
culture with the enzyme and after heat treatment. As a baseline measurement, NBC
and original BC/HA composites were also tested. The results are presented in Figure
34. NBC retained just 7.8% of its original mass from heating to 600oC. Additionally,
BC/HA composites of 1 and 5 cycles of deposition retained 53.6% and 88.4%,
respectively. Using these results, it was determined that 1 and 5 cycle BC/HA was 53
wt% and 90 wt% HA (Table 4). These values are necessary for analysis to determine
residual BC in enzyme cultured and heat treated samples. Figure 35 shows the
efficiency of the purification method by reporting the percent of BC material that was not
removed from the composites. The enzyme was less effective than the heat treatment
in removing cellulose.
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Figure 34: TGA Curves of BC and BC/CdHA Composite Samples
This figure shows the TGA mass loss curves for the starting materials and the composites after incubation with the
enzyme or after thermal treatment.

Table 4: Composition of CdHA in BC/CdHA Composites, Determined by TGA

Sample
1 Cycle BC/CdHA
5 Cycle BC/CdHA

Weight Percent CdHA
53
90
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Figure 35: Residual Mass of BC, By TGA (Adapted )
This figure shows the residual mass from BC in composites treated with the enzyme or with heat. The values
determined by the mass based TGA measurement.

3.3.1.4. FTIR/of/BC,/BC/CdHA/Composites,/and/Enzyme/and/Thermally/Treated/Composites/
FTIR was used to characterize residual material in composites that were treated
with the enzyme or by heat. The analysis produces a similar result as TGA, but this
technique provides a measurement based on chemical composition. FTIR spectra,
shown in Figure 36, exhibited peaks of NBC that were masked by CdHA absorption
bands. As a baseline for anlaysis, NBC and BC/CdHA composites were evaluated.
Cellulose removal was determined by the HA phosphate vibrational mode at 1032 cm-1
and the BC symmetric CH2 bending at 1435 cm-1. Figure 37 shows the residual
cellulose as a percentage of the cellulose in the original composite. The FTIR reveals
less residual cellulose by enzyme and thermal methods than measured by the TGA.
Additionally, the FTIR shows a dependence on the original composite composition on
the amount of BC that is removed.
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Figure 36: FTIR Spectra of BC, Composites, and Degraded Composites (Adapted )
FTIR spectra from native BC, 1 & 5 cycle BC/CdHA composites, 1 & 5 cycle BC/CdHA composites incubated with the
enzyme at 0.1 mg/mL, and 5 cycle BC/CdHA composite heat treated are presented here. The trend of absorption
-1
masking by CdHA is observed with specific interest in measuring changes the 1032 cm phosphate vibration from
-1
CdHA and 1435 cm CH2 bending from BC. The same FTIR absorption bands were used to evaluate residual
organic material after processing.
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Figure 37: Residual BC Mass Evaluated by FTIR (Adapted )
-1
These values represent remaining organic material indicated by the peak at 1435cm . Each enzyme culture or
thermal treated sample used its original composite FTIR spectra as a baseline for the calculation.

3.4. Discussion
The effectiveness of two different methods to produce the CdHA powder from the
original BC/CdHA composite is presented below. SEM was used for qualitative analysis,
EDX was used to evaluate Ca:P ratio, FTIR was used to evaluate chemical
composition, and TGA was used to evaluate mass composition. The SEM images
displayed a ceramic material with rosette structure of CdHA that is retained post
treatment. The EDX revealed Ca:P ratios similar to the untreated BC/CdHA composite
and similar to the composition in calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite. The TGA and FTIR
showed residual BC by varying values depending on the method of analysis.
SEM images in Figure 29 show BC and 1 and 5 cycle BC/HA composites. The
BC is shown to be a nanofibrous mat while the composite show rosettes of HA with size
dependent on the number of cycles of incubation. One method used to remove cellulose
was heat, and its SEM image is presented in Figure 30. It is shown that clusters of HA
remain with micro and nano-scale dimensions. Since densification of HA occurs above
900oC 100 and biphasic forms of HA and β-TCP from bulk material transformations occur
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above 700oC100,101, a temperature of 500oC was used in this study. The SEM images
show the morphology of HA is unchanged after heat treatment; however, since heat can
cause a phase transformation, EDX was used to generate a Ca:P ratio that provides
information about the calcium deficiency of the hydroxyapatite. The Ca:P ratios are
presented in Figure 33 and show no statistically significant difference between the
original composite ratio and the heat treated ratio. Additionally, the ratio produced is
within the range of calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite. CdHA can range in Ca:P ratios
between 1.33 and 1.67 with stoichiometric hydroxyapatite exhibiting a 1.67 ratio.102
Additionally, from previous work, the procedure used in the study has been shown to
produce CdHA rather than another form of calcium phosphates, such as β-tricalcium
phosphates.31 The data presented here supports and is consistent with calciumdeficient hydroxyapatite.
The lack of pellet production during purification of the BC control enzyme
cultured sample is evidence that the BC was degraded sufficiently into its glucose
monomers to not leave a significant amount of cellulose after the incubation period.
Figure 31 and Figure 32 show BC/CdHA samples after incubation with the enzyme. A
notable qualitative trend is the more tightly clustered hydroxyapatite plates in 1 and 3
cycle samples versus the 5 cycle composite samples. The growth of this material must
be taken into account as the ceramic is nucleated at a site and grows out radially from
the nucleation site. In lower stages of growth, the plates are not separated by
considerable distance since the crystals are small. As growth continues, the plates gain
greater separation from adjacent plates.
TGA was used to evaluate the remaining material after thermal or enzyme
incubations. Figure 34 shows the mass loss curves for each sample. Only small mass
losses are observed below 100oC and can be attributed to adsorbed moisture.
Depolymerization of cellulose begins around 250oC due to glycosidic bond thermolysis.
The most significant mass loss region in native BC is centered at 363oC, shown by the
peak in the first derivative mass loss curve in Figure 38. Once the glycosidic bonds
begin breakdown above 250oC, they produce charged species. The charged species
either volatilize and results in further mass loss or are transformed into a char product
that is retained as mass. The charged species can be volatilized into a gas phase
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through an intermediate intramolecular cyclization. However, the presence of water
alters the reaction path to an alternate route where cellulose is hydrolyzed by the
charged species and yields char.103

Figure 38: TGA and First Derivative Curves of NBC
This figure shows the TGA mass loss curves for the native BC and the first derivate of the mass los curve for the
o
same native BC sample. The figure indicates peak mass loss takes place at 363 C.

The retention of 8% original mass for BC is expected due to a low heating rate
and an inert atmosphere during testing. The retained mass is due to a char product that
would be reduced if the heating rate was increased or an oxidative atmosphere was
used. Examination of the composite mass loss curves is as expected when taking into
account the starting composition of the composite, knowing the polymer will have 8%
mass retained, and the ceramic will have no mass change over the testing temperature.
To allow for quantitative analysis of the TGA curves of enzyme and thermally treated
samples, the original composite TGA curves must be reviewed. The original
composition by mass has previously been reported for 1 and 5 cycle BC/CdHA with 47
and 10 weight percent cellulose, respectively.24 The TGA curves reflect similar values at
600oC once the 8% mass retention is taken into account.
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HA is not expected to lose mass upon heating up to 600oC. Therefore, the
observed mass loss in TGA measurements can be attributed to the organic components
in the material, indicating incomplete removal of BC from the original BC/CdHA
composite.

Incomplete

degradation

by

the

enzyme

results

in

incomplete

depolymerization of cellulose chains. Residual organic material by the thermal method
leaves behind a char product that is carbonized during TGA testing. In order to
maximize cellulose removal by the thermal method, an air environment was used in
order for cellulose to oxidize into vapors and minimize the char by-product.
FTIR provides a method to analyze chemical composition, whereas TGA
evaluates composition by mass. Similar to the TGA results, the FTIR results show
(Figure 36) more efficient removal of cellulose by the thermal method. Also, the
concentration of the enzyme is critical as the higher concentration of enzyme was
shown to be more productive in removing a greater percentage of cellulose. The
composition of the original composite was also a factor in cellulose removal. Higher
compositions of CdHA in each starting composite yielded a greater residual percentage
of cellulose.
A possible explanation of cellulose removal decreasing with increasing HA
composition in the original composite is hinged on the enzyme being inhibited from
access to the cellulose. In this scenario, the enzyme is denied access to cellulose by
the larger surface area CdHA plates. The ceramic nucleation on BC to form the
composites of BC/CdHA can result in an encapsulated polymer fiber by the ceramic.
This process would prevent enzyme access to the organic surface.
Enzyme cultures, by data from the manufacturer, were set up to completely
degrade in just a few days based upon the reported degradation rate. However, after
three weeks of allowing the enzymes to breakdown cellulose, incomplete cellulose
removal was found by TGA and FTIR. HA limiting the enzyme access to cellulose is one
explanation. Another is the composition of the cellulase enzyme. Shown in Figure 28,
the enzyme used here is effective in breaking down cellulose, but BC is different from
most other cellulose sources in its high degree of crystallinity. BC’s degree of
crystallinity can vary between 70 and 89%.12,104,105 Using a typical enzyme composition,
the extensive hydrogen bonded cellulose structure limits the ability of the enzymes
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efficacy as a rate-limiting step. This can be corrected in future work by using a larger
concentration of endocellulase in the enzyme mixture to speed the breakdown of
crystalline cellulose.
The thermal treated sample exhibited the least residual cellulose by FTIR and
TGA. Still, the result can be improved by modifying the processing conditions. The air
environment is desirable as the oxygen favors vaporization of cellulose into gases.
However, the moisture content of the air environment was not a variable that was
controlled in this experiment. Water vapor favorably adsorbs onto the hydroxylated
cellulose fibers. The presence of water plays a role in converting an intermediate
charged species from a path that favors vaporization to a path that converts the charged
species into a char product. Future limitation of the humidity of the air environment can
further improve the cellulose removal by heat treatment.

3.5. Conclusions
The study demonstrates that cellulase enzymes and heat treatments can be
effective methods to produce powdered CdHA from BC/CdHA composites. TGA and
FTIR showed different quantities of residual cellulose based upon the principle of the
measurement. It is not believed that the residual cellulose from the enzyme purification
method is harmful as the enzyme degrades BC into cellulose, cellobiose, and glucose.
A lower quantity of residual cellulose was found by using heat as the removal method.
Methods to improve the cellulose removal were discussed.
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Chapter 4
Polyurethane BC Composite
4.1. Introduction
Venous valves are a critical component for returning blood flow back to the heart.
When these valves fail in humans, they are revealed as varicose veins. The undesirable
appearance of varicose veins is due to an increased pressure in the vein. Blood exerts
a hydrostatic pressure that increases 0.77 mmHg for every centimeter of blood column
height.106 Failing valves cannot reduce the large pressures in the venous system or
prevent the backflow of blood away from the heart. A synthetic material to restore the
natural venous valve function will have to meet strong mechanical property and
hemocompatibility demands.
Chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) is caused by the incompetence of venous
valves. CVI is diagnosed as primary valvular incompetence in 20% of cases and as
secondary valvular incompetence in the other 80% of cases.34,106 CVI is estimated to
effect seven million people in the U.S. alone.107 The need for a synthetic material to
restore valve function has significant commercial potential since there are no approved
materials or valves for the treatment of venous insufficiency.
The incompetence of the valve can lead to a venous valve being unable to
relieve elevated static venous pressures. The high pressures lead to deformation of the
veins and capillaries.33 Primary valvular incompetence can be resolved by valve repair,
but the procedure is a limited option due to leaflet damage.108,109 However, the more
common secondary valvular incompetence requires a new valve since the leaflet is
destroyed in this scenario. Remedies for this approach exist, but are limited as a result
of scar tissue formation.110
4.1.1. Existing/Artificial/Venous/Valves/
The approaches for valve replacements to this point have failed in animal trials or
had minimal clinical success. Attempted materials include titanium/platinum111 and a
bioprosthetic112,113 that failed due to neointimal hyperplasia (abnormal new tissue
growth over an implanted material or device) and a xenograft that failed due to
thrombosis.114 Currently two universities are developing artificial prostheses. The first
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still needs to be evaluated in an animal model115, and the second requires a
biocompatibility evaluation after it passed the simulated in vitro testing.116 Thus, there is
a need for a material to meet the mechanical and blood compatibility demands. This
study will evaluate a polymeric composite aimed at taking advantage of the mechanical
properties of nanofibrous BC nonwoven mats and the hemocompatibility of
poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) based polyurethanes to produce synthetic composites that
can serve as venous valve leaflets.
4.1.2. Fiber/Reinforced/Composites/
Cellulose is ideal for use in composites due to the renewable sources and high
modulus associated with the crystalline cellulose. The modulus for cellulose crystallites
that are parallel with the fiber axis is 167.5 GPa.117 The cellulose source, impurities, or
low crystallinity can greatly decrease the measured moduli of cellulose. Therefore,
techniques are used to remove the impurities and amorphous cellulose. The most
common method is microfibrillation, which was first reported in 1983.118,119 Articles vary
on the exact dimensions of microfibrillated cellulose (MFC), but these cellulose fibers
are approximately 10-50 nm in diameter, at least one micrometer in length, and have an
approximate aspect ratio of 100-150. MFC sources are abundant and include tunicate,
cotton, ramie, sisal, straw, bacterial cellulose, and sugar beet.120 The production of MFC
can vary depending on the raw material used, but nearly all utilize a mechanical
treatment to form the MFC.121
Bacterial cellulose is an ideal cellulose source since it has been reported that the
modulus of single filaments can be as high as 114 GPa.122 Sheets of anisotropic BC
fibers have been reported to have properties as high as 30 GPa123 with stress-strain
response similar to carotid arteries.77 The submicron dimension of BC allow for a large
surface area for interaction with other materials. The interaction between the BC fibers
and a polymer matrix is a key factor in composite design. These promising properties
make BC an ideal candidate to combine with another polymer matrix to tailor properties
for an application.
MFC in PU matrices have been shown to be effective strengthening components
One study showed 500% increase in strength and 3,000% increase in modulus with just
16 wt% MFC in PU.124 Another report showed the effective use of polyurethane
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elastomers with cellulose nanocrystals as a filler.125 The study showed effective
increases in the tensile strength of 62 MPa and modulus of 44 MPa from original values
of 8 MPa and 7.5 MPa, respectively, that were able to undergo high strain prior to
fracture. However, these studies have used wood and plant cellulose sources while BC
can further enhance the properties due to its high crystallinity, superior mechanical
properties, and more mild purification process compared to other cellulose sources.
Some work has been performed with BC fiber-fiber composites126, but only fiber
reinforced polymers using BC will be discussed here. BC has been used in optical
applications to reinforce acrylics.127 One study showed improvement of PLA stiffness by
compounding the material with ground BC.128 A study using BC nonwovens and a
phenolic resin demonstrated how BC was more effective in enhancing the properties of
the composite over MFC.129 Composites of BC and cellulose acetate butyrate with 32
vol% reinforcement showed nearly 400% increase in strength, 2% increase in strain,
and nearly 300% increase in modulus.130
The approach in this work will be to use BC in its native form (i.e. nonwoven
mat), not as dispersed MFC. Additionally, the native BC nanofiber nonwovens will be
coated with polyurethane for hemocompatibility. The polyurethane also serves to
improve the ductility of the composite. As previous studies indicate, PPG based PUs
perform well in blood contacting applications. PPG will be used as the soft segment in
the PU to produce a BC/PU composite.

4.2. Experimental
4.2.1. Material/Preparation/
4.2.1.1. Bacterial/Cellulose/Synthesis//
Gluconacetobacter sucrofermentans from the American Type Culture Collection
(Manassas, VA, USA) (ATCC 700178) was obtained for use in this work. 24-well or 96well cell culture plates were used to culture pellicles of BC of 1.6 cm in diameter and
grown to a thickness of 0.5 cm at the air-liquid interface after 14 days of growth in
Schramm-Hestrin media with mannitol as the sugar source.79 Cellulose purification is
achieved by a 4 hour wash in 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate solution at 70oC followed by a
4 hour wash in 4% sodium hydroxide solution at 70°C. Sequential Millipore water
washes are performed until the solution pH was neutralized.80
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4.2.1.2. HDI/End/Capped/PPG/Prepolymer/Synthesis//
The polyether prepolymer is a hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) end-capped
poly(propylene glycol) (PPG), shown in Figure 39. HDI (Acros, Belgium) was used as
received, and PPG Mn 425, 725, 1000 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and PPG Mn 2000
(Acros, Belgium) were used as received with a drying step. The synthesis was
performed in a three-neck round bottom flask using an oil bath for heating. The HDI was
stirred and heated to 80oC before PPG was introduced drop-wise. The reaction was
allowed to occur for 24 hours under a nitrogen purge.
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Figure 39: HDI End Capped Polyether Based Prepolymer
The polyether prepolymer is formed through molar ratio control of hexamethylene diisocyanate and poly(propylene
glycol).

4.2.1.3. Polyurethane/Synthesis//
The polyurethane for composite formation was synthesized using hexamethylene
diisocyanate (HDI), poly(propylene glycol) (PPG), and 1,4-butane diol. HDI (Acros,
Belgium) and 1,4-butane diol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used as received and
PPG Mn 425, 725, 1000 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and PPG Mn 2000 (Acros,
Belgium) were used as received with a drying step. The overall procedure to produce
the polyurethane used in this work is summarized in Figure 40. The hard segment, soft
segment, and chain extender were maintained at a 2:1:1 ratio, respectively. Stannous
octoate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used as a catalyst for the synthesis of the
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PU. The catalyst was always used at a 0.4 mol% concentration, and the materials were
dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 80oC under
stirring. The synthesis was performed in a three-neck round bottom flask using an oil
bath for heating. The initial reaction was performed with a composition of hard segment
and soft segment in a 2:1 ratio for one hour, and then the chain extender was added.
The polymer was precipitated out of solution using water and dried prior to
characterization. An additional hexane wash was performed by again dissolving the PU
in DMF in order to extract the catalyst. The polymer was again precipitated out of
solution using water and dried in a vacuum oven for storage until use.
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Figure 40: HDI-PPG-HDI-Butane Diol Segment Polyurethane
Presented here is the two-step procedure to produce the polyurethane used for composite formation with BC. The
PPG and HDI were prepared to produce an HDI end-capped prepolymer that was reacted with butane diol to produce
the final polyurethane.

4.2.1.4. PUBBC/Polymerization/Composite/Formation/
BC was dried in a vacuum oven prior to composite formation, illustrated in Figure
41. Vacuum drying was selected as it produced a thin nonwoven on the micron scale.
This method allowed the mat to condense as water was evaporated out of the original
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hydrogel matrix, whereas the lyophilization leaves fibers in their original position as they
were in the hydrogel structure.

Figure 41: BC Drying to Produce Micron-Scale Samples
The top series of images depicts time in this elapsed depiction of the processing. The second row illustrates the
reduction in thickness of the hydrated BC pellicle until it reaches its final thickness. The final row shows the changes
between the cellulose fibers (green) and the water (blue) as the drying proceeds with a final layer of adsorbed water
prior to complete dehydrated leaving a purely cellulosic mat of thin fibers.

The composite was formed by combining vacuum dried BC pellicles with 10 wt%
PU in DMF for 10 minutes with agitation. Samples were placed against Teflon® films
(American Durafilm, Holliston, MA) and dried overnight under 30 inHg vacuum at 90oC
using an Isotemp Vacuum Oven 285A (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). This process is
illustrated in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: BC/PU Composite Formation by Solution Dip Coating
The top series of images depicts time in this elapsed depiction of the processing. The second row describes the
procedure with the respective step while the final row shows the general procedure pictorially. The dried BC mat is
placed in a polyurethane solution, removed from solution, and dried in vacuum with heat. During the drying step, the
®
composite is placed against a Teflon film.

4.2.2. Prepolymer/Characterization/
4.2.2.1. FourierBTransform/Infrared/Spectroscopy/(FTIR)/
The end-capping reaction was followed using FTIR by a FTS-6000e
spectrometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Two sodium chloride salt windows were
used to suspend the liquid components for measurement of the solution by
transmission. The collection of spectra was a simulated in situ measurement using a
Watlow SD controller and ¼” thick 3” diameter aluminum plate to heat each sample in a
nitrogen filled environment. The reaction was carried out at 80oC, controlled to ±0.1oC,
and maintained within ±0.2oC for the duration of the measurements. The sample was
removed from the heated inert environment for measurement each half hour. Infrared
spectra were collected over a range of 700-4000 cm-1 at a resolution of 4 cm-1. Spectra
were collected in thirty-minute intervals, each comprised of 64 co-added scans. Each
spectrum was baseline corrected using 2250 cm-1 as zero and normalized using the
CH2 associated peaks in the range of 2850 to 2950 cm-1. Spectra were fitted using the
curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) to fit a Gaussian peak to the
1530 cm-1, 1710 cm-1, and 2272 cm-1. These selected absorption bands are associated
with N-H bending in the urethane group, free carbonyl in the urethane group, and the
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isocyanate peak, respectively. From the fitted equations, the area under each curve was
determined and reported.
4.2.3. Characterization/of/PUBBC/Composites/
4.2.3.1. Scanning/Electron/Microscopy/(SEM)/
SEM was utilized to ascertain the infusion of the BC throughout the bulk of the
BC nonwoven. PU-BC composites were dried in vacuum overnight and fracture
surfaces were made by freezing the composites in liquid nitrogen. Samples were
mounted on carbon tape and sputtered with gold on a Spi Module Sputter Coater (Spi
Supplies: Westchester, PA, USA) at 20 mA for 10 s. They were analyzed on a LEO
1525 Scanning Electron Microscope (Zeiss: Oberkochen, Germany).
4.2.3.2. Tensile/Test/
A continuous sheet of BC was cut into sections for use in mechanical testing.
The sections were vacuum dried and then combined with a PU. These BC/PU sections
and vacuum dried NBC were cut into 12.5 mm wide strips with a 40 mm gauge length.
Samples were tested using an ElectroPuls E1000 with Bluehill 2 software (Instron,
Norwood, MA) with a 1 kN load cell. All samples were tested at the same strain rate of 4
mm/min to allow for comparison between sample groups after the load versus
elongation data was converted to stress and strain values.
4.2.3.3. Cell/Culture/
Human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs) (male, passages 3-6) were cultured and
grown in VascuLife growth media with SMC-supplement kit (LifeLine Technologies) with
gentamicin/amphotericin and passaged at 80% confluency. BC/PU composites were
sterilized using a 30 minute incubation in 70% ethanol, washed with two sterile DI water
rinses, and washed with CMF buffer. HAECs were seeded on 96-well sized composites
at a density of 18,000 cells/cm2 in 0.2 cm2 chamber glass slide. The cells were
incubated at 37oC for 72 hours prior to examination. The composites with cells were
stained using Diff-Quick to examine cells on composites. The remaining cells in each
chamber were stained with a live/dead fluorescent stain to examine if any leaching from
the composites took place. A green stain, Calcein AM, was used for live cells and a red
stain, propidium iodide (PI), was used for dead cells.
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4.2.3.4. Protein/Absorption/
Protein deposition was evaluated by static adsorption of proteins and then
desorbed using a surfactant. The desorbed protein was then quantified using UV-Vis
spectroscopy.131 Prior to incubation with protein, BC/PU composites were pre-wetted
with 100% ethanol for one hour and followed by incubation in PBS for 30 min and
repeated incubation in fresh PBS for another 30 minutes. During each incubation
period, composites and solution were placed in a partial vacuum to remove any air
bubbles from the composite surfaces. The wetted composites were then left in PBS and
on a shaker overnight. PU-BC composites were incubated in 100 µg/mL bovine serum
albumin (BSA) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) solution in PBS for four h on the shaker
(25 rpm). After 4 h of incubation, each composite was removed from the protein solution
and placed in a polypropylene tube. Washing of each composite consisted of three five
minute incubations with 600 µL of PBS under gentle agitation. This washing procedure
removes any nonspecifically adsorbed proteins. The remaining protein is considered to
be adsorbed and is harvested by three one hour incubations with 1% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) solution. After each incubation period, the SDS and BSA solution were
collected. Absorbance spectra of BSA, SDS, and PBS solutions was performed using
an Evolution 600 UV-Vis (Thermo-Scientific) and VisionPro software. The absorbance
at 265 nm was used with a calibration curve to determine the concentration of BSA in
solution. A Teflon® FEP film (American Durafilm, Holliston, MA) was used as a control
as it is expected to be unfavorable for protein adsorption due to its hydrophobic
chemical structure.
4.2.3.5. Contact/Angle/
As a measure of wettability, contact angle measurements were performed and
the results presented in Figure 59. Composites were evaluated with a Contact Angle
Meter Model CAM-Plus (ChemInstruments, Mentor, OH). Each sample was allowed 30
seconds to equilibrate once the 10 µL of Millipore water was applied to the surface.
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4.3. Results
4.3.1. Characterization/of/Prepolymer/
4.3.1.1. FourierBTransform/Infrared/Spectroscopy/(FTIR)/
Tracking of the polycondensation reaction can be performed with FTIR. The
spectra from the diisocyanate and polyethers are presented in Figure 43 for baseline
measurement. The characteristic peaks of HDI and PPG are identified in Table 5 and
Table 6, respectively. Most notably, the HDI spectrum shows the isocyanate peak (2272
cm-1) without any overlap of that region from PPG spectra. Additionally, absorbance at
1530 and 1710 cm-1, which are associated with urethane formation, is not present. This
allows for the urethane formation to be followed without interference from other peaks.
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Figure 43: FTIR of Starting Materials
Shown here are spectra of each PPG (Mn of 425, 725, 1,000, and 2,000) and HDI.
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Table 5: FTIR Absorption Bands for PPG

Frequency (cm-1)
1110
2897
2970
3450

Assignment
Broad ether stretching (CH2-O-CH2)132
CH2 Polyether C-H Stretch133
CH3 Polyether C-H Stretch133
Terminal –OH From PPG132

Table 6: FTIR Absorption Bands for HDI

Frequency (cm-1)
2272
2868
2932
3650

Assignment
Isocyanate (R-N=C=O) N=C and C=O contributions92
CH2 C-H Symmetric Stretch133
CH2 Aliphatic C-H Asymmetric Stretch133
N-H Stretch

As the reaction proceeds between HDI and PPG, urethane peaks appear at 1530
cm-1 and 1710 cm-1. The peak at 1530 cm-1 is associated with the N-H bending vibration
in the urethane group. The 1710 cm-1 absorption band is associated with carbonyl
(C=O) stretching of the urethane group. Additionally, a new peak is present in the final
prepolymer product (Figure 44) at 3350 cm-1 from the urethane group N-H stretching.
There is also an elimination of the 3450 cm-1 peak from the terminal hydroxyls of PPG
since these end groups reacted with the isocyanate. These trends show the reaction
between PPG and HDI occurred.
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Figure 44: FTIR of Materials after 24hr of Reaction
Shown here are spectra of each PPG (Mn of 425, 725, 1,000, and 2,000) and HDI.
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Table 7: FTIR Absorption Bands for Polyether Prepolymer Formation

Frequency (cm-1)
1109
1530
1710
2272
2868
2897
2932
2970
3350

Assignment
Broad ether stretching band133
Amide II, N-H bending133
Amide I, C=O stretching133,134
Isocyanate (R-N=C=O) N=C and C=O contributions92
CH2 Aliphatic C-H Symmetric Stretch133
CH2 Polyether C-H Stretch133
CH2 Aliphatic C-H Asymmetric Stretch133
CH3 Polyether C-H Stretch133
N-H Stretch on the Urethane Group133

Spectra collected in 30 minute intervals are shown in Figure 45 for HDI and PPG
(Mn=425 Da) in a ratio of 2.01:1. It is shown in the figure that the initial peaks
corresponding to urethanes (1530 and 1710 cm-1) are initially not present but do evolve
as time elapses. Additionally, the breadth of the isocyanate peak at 2272 cm-1
decreases before a decrease in intensity is observed. The decrease in the isocyanate
peak and evolution of the urethane peaks occur simultaneously. Similar results and
trends are found in Figure 46 for HDI and PPG 725, Figure 47 for HDI and PPG 1000,
and Figure 48 for HDI and PPG 2000.
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Figure 45: Time Resolved FTIR Spectra of PPG Mn 425 with HDI Reaction
The figure here shows the spectra, in 30 minute intervals, of the prepolymer reaction between HDI and PPG (Mn 425
Da) in a molar ratio of 2.01:1.
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Figure 46: Time Resolved FTIR Spectra of PPG Mn 725 with HDI Reaction
The figure here shows the spectra, in 30 minute intervals, of the prepolymer reaction between HDI and PPG (Mn 725
Da) in a molar ratio of 2.01:1.
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Figure 47: Time Resolved FTIR Spectra of PPG Mn 1000 with HDI Reaction
The figure here shows the spectra, in 30 minute intervals, of the prepolymer reaction between HDI and PPG (Mn
1000 Da) in a molar ratio of 2.01:1.
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Figure 48: Time Resolved FTIR Spectra of PPG Mn 2000 with HDI Reaction
The figure here shows the spectra, in 30 minute intervals, of the prepolymer reaction between HDI and PPG (Mn
2000 Da) in a molar ratio of 2.01:1.

The areas of the absorption bands at 1530, 1710, and 2272 cm-1, corresponding
to N-H bending of the urethane group, the free carbonyl from the urethane group, and
the isocyanate peak are presented in Figure 49 through Figure 52 for each PPG soft
segment length: 425, 725, 1000, and 2000. Each plot shows as the isocyanate peak
decreases and the urethane associated bands at 1530 and 1730 cm-1 increase with
time as expected.
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Figure 49: FTIR Peak Areas Versus Time (PPG Mn 425 + HDI)
The area of each peak (1530, 1710, and 2270 peak) is plotted versus time.

Figure 50: FTIR Peak Areas Versus Time (PPG Mn 725 + HDI)
The area of each peak (1530, 1710, and 2270 peak) is plotted versus time.
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Figure 51: FTIR Peak Areas Versus Time (PPG Mn 1,000 + HDI)
The area of each peak (1530, 1710, and 2270 peak) is plotted versus time.

Figure 52: FTIR Peak Areas Versus Time (PPG Mn 2,000 + HDI)
The area of each peak (1530, 1710, and 2270 peak) is plotted versus time.

.
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4.3.2. PUBBC/Composites/Characterization/
4.3.2.1. Energy/Dispersive/XBray/Spectroscopy/(EDX)/
The presence of the tin octoate in the PU was followed using EDX. The EDX
spectra are presented in Figure 53 from a PU sample after synthesis and precipitation in
water (Left) and from a PU sample after a hexane purification wash (Right). Table 8
shows the composition by weight percent of tin in the polyurethanes. The tin component
is from the stannous octoate catalyst used to synthesize the polyurethanes.

Figure 53: Catalyst Composition by EDX
The compositions of a polyurethane after precipitating in water after synthesis as examined (Left) and polyurethane
after a wash in hexane to remove the tin catalyst was examined (Right). No significant differences are found by the
spectra, but the peak intensities were used to determine tin concentration (Table 8).
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Table 8: Weight Percent Catalyst Composition
Composition of polyurethanes after precipitation in water and after a hexane wash was examined by EDX to evaluate
the quantity of tin catalyst in the polyurethane.

Tin (Sn)
As Synthesized
Post Hexane Wash

Weight Percent
0.10
0.03

/
4.3.2.2. Scanning/Electron/Microscopy/(SEM)/
Initial results of PU-BC composite formation are shown in Figure 54. Figure 54A
shows the original native BC scaffold. Figure 54B shows the scaffold surface after dip
coating with PU containing a PPG 2000 soft segment. Figure 54C and D are produced
from liquid nitrogen fracture surfaces. The low magnification provides a view of the
overall thickness, while the high magnification shows the fracture surface. This set of
composites was prepared using lyophilized BC, which produced a thick sample, shown
in Figure 54C, of 195 µm. In the higher magnification image (Figure 54D), it appears
that the PU regions are relatively flat with dispersed points. The scattered points are BC
fibers that elongated just prior to fracture.
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Figure 54: SEM Images of BC Composites
This figure illustrates the native BC fiber surface (A), the surface of PU-BC (B), the fracture surface of PU-BC at lowmagnification (C) and the fracture surface of PU-BC at high-magnification (D). The fracture surface in image D has
arrows highlighting a few BC fibers that are scattered throughout the image.

Figure 55 shows fracture surfaces of each composite formed by PUs with
different soft segments. These composites were formed using vacuum oven dried BC to
minimize the thickness and produce thin nonwoven mats of fibers. The images
demonstrate the ability to produce a continuous PU phase throughout the BC material
using PUs with varying soft segments of PPG 425, 725, 1000, and 2000. Particularly
important to note is the minimal thickness on the range of 10 to 20 µm for each
composite. Figure 55 shows regions similar to Figure 54D where BC fibers are revealed
by the production of the liquid nitrogen fracture surface. Masses of the dried BC mats
were acquired before and after dip coating with PU. The masses were taken after an
overnight drying period at 80oC and 30 inHg vacuum. The values are reported in Table
9 with no statistical significant difference between experimental groups.
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Figure 55: Cross-Section SEM Images of BC Composites
This figure illustrates structure of cross-section viewing composite formed with PU 425 (A), PU 725 (B), PU 1000 (C),
and PU 2000 (D).

Table 9: Weight Percent BC in BC/PU Composites
Average weight percent of BC in BC/PU composites are listed with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. The
experimental groups are absent of any statistically significant differences.

Sample
BC/PU 425
BC/PU 725
BC/PU 1000
BC/PU 2000

Average wt%
14.3
16.9
14.4
13.5

95% CI
9.3
7.2
10.5
7.9

4.3.2.3. Mechanical/Testing/of/BC/PU/Composites/
After testing, the data was converted from load versus elongation into stress
versus strain. A representative stress versus strain curve is presented for each
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experimental group in Appendix D. The data was analyzed to determine the elastic
modulus, the percent elongation at fracture, and the ultimate tensile strength. The
elastic modulus is reported in Figure 56 for NBC and BC/PU composites. A
considerable increase in the average modulus of BC/PU 725 in comparison to NBC was
measured. NBC, BC/PU 425, BC/PU 725, and BC/PU1000 are absent of statistically
significant differences, but BC/PU 2000 exhibits a decrease that is statistically
significant.

Figure 56: Elastic Modulus of BC and PU/BC Composites
This data shows the elastic modulus average and 95% confidence intervals of native BC (dried) and composites of
BC and polyurethanes with varying soft segment lengths of 425, 725, 1,000, and 2,000.

The percent elongation at fracture (Figure 57) shows composites increased in
ductility with soft segment lengths of 725, 1,000, and 2,000. The differences between
composites of 1000 and 2000 and native BC and the 425 composite are statistically
significant.
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Figure 57: Percent Elongation at Fracture of BC and PU/BC Composites
This plot shows the percent elongation average and 95% confidence intervals of native BC (dried) and composites of
BC and polyurethanes with varying soft segment lengths of 425, 725, 1,000, and 2,000.

The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of NBC and BC/PU composites are
summarized in Figure 58. The most significant find is that BC/PU 425 composites
decrease in UTS. BC/PU 2000 remains similar to NBC while BC/PU 725 and BC/PU
1000 show a significant increase.

BC/PU 1000 exhibits a statistically significant

increase from NBC.
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Figure 58: Ultimate Tensile Strength of BC and PU/BC Composites
This shows the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) average and 95% confidence intervals of native BC (dried) and
composites of BC and polyurethanes with varying soft segment lengths of 425, 725, 1,000, and 2,000.

4.3.2.4. Contact/Angle/
The images in Figure 59 show differences in wettability by the changes in angle
between the water drop and the material. A dried native bacterial cellulose sample was
not analyzed since it readily adsorbed the water and an angle could not be determined.
The BC/PU composites exhibited significantly different wettability from the Teflon®
control. Comparison of the BC/PU composites shows significantly different wettability
properties between BC/PU 1000 and BC/PU 2000. BC/PU 425 and BC/PU 725 are
statistically similar to the other composites.
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Figure 59: Contact Angle of PU/BC Composites
This figure shows the contact angle of BC/PU composites with varying soft segment lengths of 425, 725, 1,000, and
®
2,000 in the PU. A Teflon sample was ran as a control.

4.3.2.5. Cell/Culture/
Cells were cultured for 72 hours on BC/PU scaffolds. Each scaffold
demonstrated support of cell growth. The results are presented in Figure 60. The
scaffolds were cultured in chambers with a glass bottom surface. The images show that
cells were able to lay down on the surfaces of the scaffolds and extend multidirectionally. The best spreading was observed on BC/PU 725 scaffolds.
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Figure 60: Light Microscopy Images of BC and PU/BC Composites
This figure shows composites of BC and polyurethanes with varying soft segment lengths of 425, 725, 1,000, and
2,000 with stained endothelial cells.

The area not covered by the scaffolds during culture provided an area to analyze
the toxicity of the BC/PU scaffolds. During the 72 hour culture period, any leachables
from the PU from unreacted or toxic components would be shown by killing cells at a
higher rate. Live/dead images are presented in Figure 61. Each composite shows good
compatibility with few dead cells and many live cells, illustrating good compatibility of
the scaffolds with these cells. The only exception is the BC/PU 2000 composite in this
series of images, which showed many dead cells and few live cells. Figure 62 shows
the viability of cells as a percentage from cell counts of live and dead cells from three
experimental trials. The averaged results show a less significant drop in viability with the
BC/PU 2000 from the other composites, but it still shows a reduced cell viability.
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Figure 61: Fluorescent Microscopy Images of Cells Cultured with Composites
This figure shows live (green)/dead (red) cells from cells cultured with the BC/PU composites in the culture chambers.
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Figure 62: Cell Viability Cells Cultured with Composites
This figure is produced from the live/dead imaging of cells cultured in the same chamber as the composite scaffold.
Live/dead images were converted to a viability percentage and presented here with 95% confidence intervals. The
control value is the result of a measurement from a single trial while all others are the result of three experimental
trials.

4.3.2.6. Protein/Absorption/
The protein absorption evaluation results are presented in Figure 63. A Teflon®
film was used as a control by following the same procedure used for the BC/PU
composites. A low amount of BSA was adsorbed onto the Teflon® surface as expected
since it is relatively hydrophobic, as shown later by contact angle measurement. In
general, the composites have similar albumin adsorption on the surface. The amount of
BSA adsorbed on each composite surface is statistically greater than the amount
adsorbed on Teflon®.
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Figure 63: Albumin Deposition on BC and PU/BC Composites
This figure shows average and 95% confidence intervals of native BC (dried) and composites of BC and
polyurethanes with varying soft segment lengths of 425, 725, 1,000, and 2,000. The reported quantities are values for
specifically adsorbed protein.

4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Prepolymer/Reaction/Characterization/by/Infrared/Spectroscopy/
Components of the final polyurethane were selected based on previous
performance reports in blood contacting studies.44,135 One study demonstrated the
effectiveness of PPG based poly(ether urethane) materials over alternatives including
PEG and PTMG in blood contacting uses.44 Another study showed effective adsorption
of blood proteins that inhibit platelet adhesion and subsequent clot formation using
poly(ether urethane urea) materials.135 HDI was used as the hard segment since the
aim of the PU is to improve the ductility of BC. The linear, flexible structure of HDI aids
in producing an elastomer versus other more rigid isocyanates. The structure of the
prepolymer is shown in Figure 39.
A catalyst free system was used in the prepolymer formation since the end use is
aimed at medical applications. Characterization of the reaction is necessary in order to
ensure the proper reaction took place and to ensure the reaction can be completed in a
reasonable time frame. FTIR was used (Figure 44) to track the changes in absorption
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bands before and after the reaction. The intensity of the absorption band at 3450 cm-1
from the PPG terminal OH is reduced as the intensity of the absorption band at 3350
cm-1 from the NH stretching associated with the urethane group increases, indicating
the reaction is taking place. Additionally, the presence of the absorption bands at 1710
and 1530 cm-1 indicates the formation of the urethane group.
The reaction was performed and measured every 30 minutes by FTIR
spectroscopy. The method allowed for monitoring of the isocyanate peak. Similar
studies have been previously reported.136,137 Reaction constants between hydroxyls and
isocyanates have been reported for reactions between polyols and diisocyanates.
However, these reactions were performed with equal molar ratios, where one hydroxyl
on each dihydroxyl molecule would react with one isocyanate on each diisocyanate
molecule. That scenario is very different from the reaction performed in this work where
each hydroxyl on the polyol is reacted with an isocyanate upon completion. Under ideal
conditions, all available hydroxyls are reacted and 50% of the isocyanate functionalities
are reacted. This leaves the remaining 50% of unreacted isocyanate groups for later
reaction with a chain extender, such as diamines or diols, to convert the prepolymer to
the final PU with significant mechanical properties.
Some reports exist analyzing the conversion of urethane polymerizations, and a
few analyze prepolymer formation. At the time of the work, no evaluation was found
investigating PPG and HDI. The desire to produce the material without a catalyst for use
as a biomedical urethane created a need to verify if the reaction could be performed in a
reasonable time. The reaction was performed in the melt, absent of solvent, between
two NaCl windows. The sandwiched melt was heated in an inert environment and
placed in a FTIR spectrometer every half hour to collect spectra. The spectra exhibited
smooth decreases in starting material absorption bands and smooth increases in final
product absorption bands, shown in Figure 45 through Figure 48. The peak areas show
the same trends in Figure 49 through Figure 52.
In order to empirically compare the data, the Carothers’ equation was used. This
equation relates the conversion (p) of a reaction to a number average degree of
polymerization ( X n ), shown in equation 14. Using the isocyanate to define the
parameters of the analysis, the prepolymer reaction is complete when half of all
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isocyanate groups are reacted with the polyether diol, controlled by stoichiometric
balance in a 2:1 ratio, respectively. Assuming half the diisocyanate functional groups
are reacted, as designed, it is associated with a conversion of 0.5 and a degree of
polymerization of 2. This allows the degree of polymerization to be plotted versus time
using the isocyanate peak at time zero as a conversion of zero and at 24 hours as a
conversion of 0.5. The peak areas can then be converted to a degree of polymerization
and plotted.

Xn =

1
1− p

Eq. 14

The result of this analysis is presented in Figure 64. The reactions proceed in a
linear order for the duration of the eight hour collection period. The PPG 1000 shows
slower conversion in the reaction while the other three PPG of different chain lengths
(425, 725, and 1000) follow nearly identical behavior. Traditional theory suggests as
PPG chains increase in length ( X n ), a corresponding increase in the mean square endto-end distance should be observed. Additionally, the concentration of polymer endgroups decreases as chain lengths increase. The concentration of end-groups effects
the frequency of end-group collisions, resulting in slower conversion. Thus, it is
expected that the reaction conversion slows down with increasing chain lengths. Also,
the reaction was performed in the melt, absent of solvent. Another possible explanation
could be a microphase separation between immiscible components. The PPG chains
possess increasing hydrophobicity with increasing chain lengths. Therefore, it would be
expected that if HDI and PPG 1000 were immiscible, HDI and PPG 2000 would also be
immiscible. The data suggests PPG 2000 and HDI are miscible from conversion similar
to reactions using PPG 425 and PPG 725. The experiment was performed multiple
times with PPG 1000 and PPG 2000 to confirm the unexpected result. This behavior
remains unclear.
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Figure 64: Conversion of Isocyanate to Urethane (PPG + HDI)
The degree of polymerization is shown here. The plot was produced by using peak areas from FTIR and the
Carothers’ equation.

4.4.2. Synthesis/of/Polyurethane/for/Composite/Formation/
The synthesis for PU can follow two possible routes. Each route produces a
different chain structure resulting in different properties. These different chain
architectures are described in Figure 65. A statistical polymer is produced when all
monomers are combined simultaneously and a block copolymer is produced through a
two-step process with a prepolymer intermediate. Since the two-step process with a
prepolymer intermediate produces a repeated structure, it was selected to use in this
work. PU for use with BC was synthesized using PPG (soft segment), HDI (hard
segment), and 1,4 butane diol (chain extender), shown in Figure 40. The polyether soft
segment and diisocyanate hard segments were allowed time to react prior to the
addition of the chain extending diol to take the material to a higher molecular weight
with significant mechanical properties.
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Figure 65: PU Synthesis Control Block vs Statistical Copolymer
Illustrated here are the differences between a statistical copolymer and block copolymer chain structure. Analogous
to the work here, the segments represent the polyether diol (A), the diisocyanate (B), and the chain extender diol (C).

A useful measurement would have been the determination of the molecular
weight for each PU. Gel permeation chromatography uses a polystyrene standard for
calibration. This leads to the measurement being a relative comparison to the
standards. The other possible method would determine a viscosity molecular weight.
However, this method requires a set of K and a values for the specific polymer to apply
the Mark-Houwink equation. The K and a values for this PU is not known. For these
reasons, the molecular weight of the PUs was not characterized.
4.4.3. Catalyst/Concentration/in/the/Polyurethane/
A catalyst was used for PU reaction for considerations of time in producing
multiple polyurethanes for characterization. Stannous octoate (tin (II) 2-ethylhexanoate)
(Figure 66) was selected since it is a common catalyst in urethane and poly(lactic acid)
reactions and is approved by the FDA as a food stabilizer. However, the toxicity of this
catalyst, while incorporated in the material, is debatable. Some studies show that the
presence at levels of 2.0 wt% is toxic138 while others show similar levels where the
compound does not have any adverse reactions with cells.139 Table 10 shows low
weight percentages of the catalyst were used in each reaction. Still, in order to avoid
debate, an additional step is used to remove the catalyst by washing with hexane.
A hexane wash is used with the PU and DMF to ensure that tin catalyst is
removed before the PU is precipitated in water. Hexane and DMF are immiscible,
allowing the catalyst to be transferred from DMF to hexane. The immiscible nature of
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the two solvents is supported by their differing solubility parameter presented in Table 1.
The transfer of stannous octoate from DMF to hexane is shown to be
thermodynamically favorable by the similar solubility parameters of hexane and
stannous octoate in Table 1. The hexane and DMF phases can easily be separated
since they are immiscible. The PU can the then be precipitated out of solution with DMF
in water.

O

O

O-

Sn2+

-O

Figure 66: Stannous Octoate Chemical Structure
This figure shows the chemical structure of the catalyst used in the polyurethane reaction.

Table 10: Weight Percentage Stannous Octoate at 0.4mol%
The values for weight percent stannous octoate were determined by conversion of 0.4mol% to a weight percentage.
The values represent a maximum concentration of the catalyst that can be present in the PU.

Polymer
Wt% Stannous Octoate

425 PU
0.76

725 PU
0.56

1000 PU
0.46

2000 PU
0.27

While the removal of catalysts from some medical polymers follow a procedure
similar to the one performed here with a hexane wash, there are other alternatives,
each with their own drawbacks. One option is a metal scavenging system, and the other
is using a biomedical compatible catalyst. However, each of these options are more
costly than the method used here to demonstrate the concept for producing a highstrength composite for vascular and venous applications.
4.4.4. BC/PU/Composite/Formation/
DMF is used as a solvent for the PU reaction and to make a solution of PU for
composite formation with BC. It is important to note that DMF will not affect the fibers or
structure of BC. This was explained in greater detail in section 2.4.4 using a similar
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discussion with cellulose and xylene. The difference in solubility parameters of DMF and
BC are too great for dissolution or alteration of the BC fibers to take place. Further, the
hydrogen bonding of cellulose will still prevent solvation by polar solvents with similar
solubility parameters.14,89
Through control of the processing conditions, a biomimetic composite was
formed. The overall composite dimensions, shown in Figure 55, mimicked that of the
natural venous valve leaflets thicknesses with dimensions of 10 to 20 µm.33 BC serves
as a collagen mimicking component since the two materials have similar dimensional
properties.140 The fracture surface images reveal nano-sized features across the
fracture surface and are the BC fibers. The fibers elongated slightly before fracture, thus
producing the short rods observed in the images. This process is reasonable since the
PU likely has a higher glass transition temperature (Tg) than the BC, which has a Tg of 16oC.141 The glass transition temperature is a transition between rubber behavior
(above the Tg) and rigid, brittle behavior (below the Tg). When the PU is behaving as a
brittle material and BC is behaving as a more rubbery material, in comparison, the
cellulose is able to deform before fracture while the PU produces a clean, smooth
fracture surface. The images presented in Figure 55 show a correlation with thickness
and the polyurethane soft segment length. However, this was not a measurement that
was evaluated for statistical significance.
Table 9 lists average weight percent of BC in each BC/PU composite. The
averages for each experimental group are statistically similar. The composites were
produced from BC harvested from the same culture and processed with PU/DMF
solutions identically. The average composite mass measured was 11 mg due to the
very thin sample thickness of the 1.9 cm2 samples. The small samples coupled with
differences in the mass of adsorbed polyurethane between BC fibers produced samples
with variance in overall weight percent composition. Still, all composites were
statistically similar.
4.4.5. Mechanical/Testing/of/BC/PU/Composites/
The goal of this work was to produce a composite with high strength and good
blood compatibility. After formation of the composite, the mechanical properties are to
be improved over NBC. The results in Figure 56 through Figure 58 show a strengthened
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composite with optimal properties using the 1000 PPG based PU. The BC/PU 425
composite retains similar modulus and elongation to NBC. However there is a
significant reduction in the strength of the composite versus NBC. The PU/BC 725 is the
stiffest material (Figure 56), BC/PU 725 and BC/PU 1000 exhibit similar increased
ductility (Figure 57), and the BC/PU 1000 shows the greatest strength (Figure 58). The
BC/PU 2000 composite performed as a soft, weak material. Important improvements
over NBC to note are a 57% increase in the modulus with BC/PU725, a 51% increase in
the strength with BC/PU 1000, and an increase of 182% in the ductility using BC/PU
1000.
The trends observed in mechanical testing of BC/PU composites closely follow
the trends measured in a similar PU using PPG as a soft segment.44 The strongest neat
PUs were produced using PPG 725 and 1000. The most rigid neat PUs were produced
from PPG 425 and 725. The most ductile neat PU was produced using PPG 1000. The
trends of neat PU reflected the trends from BC/PU composites, showing that changes in
neat PU properties can predict changes in BC/PU composite properties.
Work by Takahara et al. explained observed trends in blood compatibility by
microphase separation in PU materials.44 The same discussion can be applied to this
mechanical properties evaluation. The HDI hard segment and the PPG soft segment
separate, driven by thermodynamic equilibrium, into two distinct microdomains. The
hard segment can produce hydrogen bonds between the hard segment components
while the soft segment can, depending on chemical structure and molecular weight,
crystallize and contribute additional strength. The microdomains are structured as a
continuous phase with a discontinuous phase or as two continuous phases. When the
hard segment is in high concentration, it is the continuous phase.44 The performance of
BC/PU 425 suggests that the higher concentration of HDI is detrimental to the
composite’s performance. Once the HDI concentration is lowered due to the longer soft
segment lengths, the composites show improved mechanical properties. This suggests
the discontinuous phase is HDI and is ineffective as high concentration filler in PPG
425.
The results here do not follow traditional composite theory, from equations 1 and
2, where the composite exhibits properties as a weighted average based on the volume
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fraction of fibers in the polymer matrix. One explanation is where fiber-reinforced
composites perform as series of load bearing phases.142 This leads to strength that
exceeds the strength of the individual components that form the composite. Unlike the
traditional theory, the composites formed here exceeded NBC in ductility, modulus, and
strength. The results show that the PU and BC work together to accommodate the load,
producing increased UTS in PU/BC 725 and PU/BC 1000 and an increased modulus in
PU/BC 725. The increased elongation can be attributed to the ductile PU materials
preventing fiber-fiber interactions that contribute to the brittle behavior of NBC.
4.4.6. In/Vitro/Testing/of/BC/PU/Composites/with/HAEC’s/
This work shows that cells on the BC/PU scaffolds are viable after a 72 hour
period (Figure 60). No effects of polyether molecular weight on cell viability were
observed (Figure 61 and Figure 62) with the exception of PU with PPG 2000. This
finding follows a similar trend as reported by Lyman et al.135 The report by Lyman et al
demonstrated that fibroblast cells were viable on poly(ether urethanes) after 48 hours.
Between 48 and 96 hours, the scaffolds showed a dependence on the polyether
molecular weight. PPG molecular weights of 425 and 725 continued to support cell
growth at 96 hours, but higher molecular weight PPG poly(ether urethanes) showed cell
growth ceased. The 72 hour time period used in the evaluation of BC/PU composites
revealed a similar result with a decrease in cell viability on BC/PU 2000. More
importantly, the assessment used here evaluated a more analogous cell line for the
targeted application by culturing HAECs.
4.4.7. Protein/Adsorption/by/BC/PU/Composites/
The findings in this evaluation show the materials can effectively adsorb BSA
(Figure 63). This property is advantageous as the adsorption of albumin over other
blood clot initiating proteins, such as fibrinogen and fibronectin, is desirable.135,143 The
values in this study are lower than some reports103 and higher than others.98 The conact
angle decreases with longer soft segment lengths. The shorter soft segments with
greater concentrations of hydrophilic urethane linkages adsorbs protein and decreases
with greater soft segment length. However, the trend is absent of statistical significance.
The processing method used here was utilized for all composites since it has been
shown that the material these PUs are formed against can change the surface
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properties.133 Each composite was solution dip coated and dried in vacuum with heat
while placed against a Teflon® film. This produced samples with a more hydrophobic
surface, promoted by the drying step against a hydrophobic material and keeping
hydrophilic groups in the sample bulk. In comparison, a more hydrophilic surface could
be produced by forming against a hydrophilic substrate, such as glass.
The optimal mechanical performance of BC/PU 1000 is desirable since other
studies using analogous PUs displayed good non-thrombogenic properties and cell
behavior using PUs with PPG 1000.44,56,144 One thrombogenicity study demonstrated
PU with PPG 1000 performed best by adsorbing minimal platelets on the surface after
incubation in platelet rich plasma.44 It has also been demonstrated that adsorption of
albumin occurred on PUs with PPG 1000 and exhibited minimal adsorption of
coagulation initiating proteins, such as globulin or fibrinogen.135 It was not noted in the
study if the test was conducted for a long enough time period to evaluate the Vroman
effect. This effect describes the dependency of protein adsorption on protein mobility.
Albumin is a more mobile protein and, therefore, adsorbs before other proteins. At
longer time periods, larger proteins, such as globulin and fibrinogen, can displace
albumin depending on the affinity of each protein for the substrate. From these previous
reports, it can be predicted that the PUs in this study will exhibit similar nonthrombogenic behavior and preferential adsorption of albumin since the chemical
structure of the PU used here also utilizes a PPG soft segment.44,135

4.5. Conclusions
This work has shown the ability to form BC composites similar to previous
studies. The difference in this work is the production of enhanced ductility by controlling
the chemical structure to form an appropriate elastomer. Still, properties were enhanced
up to 57% for the modulus, 51% for the strength, and 182% for ductility. The use of the
polyurethane with BC fibers did not change cell and protein behavior from what was
expected based upon previous literature with good cell viability after three days. While
previous researchers using PU with PPG 1000 have shown promising resistance to
platelet adhesion and adsorption of albumin, further evaluation of these BC/PU
composites is necessary to evaluate the blood contacting properties of the composites.
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Chapter 5
Future Work
5.1. BC/CdHA Interconnected Macroporous Scaffolds
The future work with BC/CdHA should examine a composite that exhibits: 1)
resorbable components, 2) bone stimulating components, and 3) interconnected
macroporosity, The work here demonstrated that OBC is resorbable under physiological
conditions, CdHA can be deposited on NBC and OBC, and macroporous BC-CdHA can
be produced. However, the macroporous structures shown here can be further
improved by engineering scaffolds with interconnected macroporosity.
The porogen-leaching method described and demonstrated in this work utilizes
microspheres that are allowed to self assemble in culture media and then grow cellulose
around the microspheres. This method allows for point contacts between each sphere,
but does not produce interconnectivity between each major void in the final cellulose
structure, shown by Figure 24. Prior to culturing bacteria in the presence of the
microspheres, an annealing step can be performed to produce a final structure with
interconnected macroporosity. The annealing treatment allows for increased molecular
motions resulting in a softened material. The softened microspheres allow the contact
surface area to be increased and will lead to an interconnected macroporous scaffold.
The general procedure for this would be: 1) allow the microspheres to self assemble in
a container, 2) anneal the microspheres for greater contact area, 3) grow bacterial
cellulose around the spheres, 4) leach out the porogen from the cellulose scaffold.
Future animal model evaluations should utilize interconnected macroporous structures
with resorbable bone stimulating components.

5.2. BC/PU Scaffolds
The PU chemical structure can be modified to include more rigid, hard segments
due to ring structures between the diisocyanate groups (i.e. methylene diphenyl
diisocyanate). The change in the hard segment can modify the mechanical properties of
the PU and the composite once combined with BC. Another variable that can be
evaluated is the effect of chemical crosslinks on the properties of PUs. The chemical
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crosslinks can be produced by the incorporation of multifunctional monomers with three
or more reactive end groups per molecule.

Chemical crosslinking can enhance

properties, but above a certain degree of crosslinking, the PU will no longer go into
solution.
BC/PU composites with enhanced mechanical properties were produced and
evaluated by tensile testing. The test method demonstrated the improved properties, but
the method does not directly correlate with the targeted application of the native venous
valve leaflet. Additional testing using a burst pressure test would provide further insight
into the BC/PU composite properties. The burst pressure test is more analogous to the
loading conditions the composite must withstand in the vein.
Traditional composite theory, as discussed previously, shows a dependency on
performance based upon the composite components and the interaction between the
composite components. The surface chemistry of the BC fibers can be modified to
include more hydrophobic groups to improve interaction between the hydrophilic
cellulose fibers and the more hydrophobic PU. This can be performed by nucleophilic
substitution in basic solution with reaction between hydroxyls of the cellulose and alkyl
chloride molecules. An alkyl ester is produced by the alkyl groups grafted to the surface
of cellulose with a salt byproduct.
The BC/PU composite formed here can be produced by a different method,
described in Figure 67 where the prepolymer is placed with cellulose and allowed to
react. Modifying the cellulose surface chemistry can alter the bonding chemistry
between cellulose and the polyether prepolymer. A urea bond between the polyether
prepolymer and BC is more desirable as the reaction between amines and isocyanates
is much quicker than for hydroxyls and isocyanates. Additionally, urea linkages have
slower hydrolysis rates than urethane linkages, which is advantageous for long-term
performance in aqueous environments. Amine functional groups can be added to the
surface of cellulose fibers following an identical procedure described for the addition of
alkyl groups to the cellulose hydroxyls. The cellulose fibers can be placed in a basic
environment and reacted with 2-chloroethylamine. The reaction leaves an amine end
group on the cellulose surface. The chemically linked prepolymer and fibers could
exhibit different properties from the BC/PU composites reported here.
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Figure 67: Reaction between the HDI-PPG-HDI prepolymer and Native BC
The bonding chemistry between the polyurethane prepolymer and the cellulose fiber can be formed (Left).
Additionally, the speed of the reaction and be increased by amination (shown below) of the BC surface (Right). This
also produces a more hydrolytically stable urea bond.
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Appendix A. List of Abbreviations
BC

Bacterial Cellulose

BMP

Bone Morphogenetic Protein

BSA

Bovine Serum Albumin

CdHA

Calcium-deficient Hydroxyapatite

DMAc

N,N-dimethyl acetamide

DMF

Dimethylformamide

FGF

Fibroblast Growth Factor

FTIR

Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

HA

Hydroxyapatite

HAEC Human Aortic Endothelial Cells
HDI

Hexamethylene Diisocyanate

MFC

Microfibrillated Cellulose

NBC

Native Bacterial Cellulose

OBC

Oxidized Bacterial Cellulose

PBS

Phosphate Buffered Saline

PPG

Poly(propylene glycol)

PU

Polyurethane

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscopy

TGA

Thermogravimetric Analysis

TGF

Transforming Growth Factor

VEGF

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor

UTS

Ultimate Tensile Strength
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Appendix B. Solubility Parameters by Group Contribution Method
The group contribution method was used to determine the solubility parameters
for cellulose and stannous octoate. The dispersion components (Fdi), polar components
(Fpi), cohesive energies (Eh), and molar volumes (V) from VanKrevelen and Hoftyzer60
are listed below in Table 11 and Table 12 along with the number of groups for each
material. The final solubility parameters are reported in Table 1. The solubility
parameters were calculated and reported for cellulose. A similar number of groups and
solubility parameters were reported by Elidrissi et al.145 Small differences in the
solubility parameters in this work and those reported by Elidrissi et al are attributed to
small differences in component group contributions values. No previously reported
solubility parameters for stannous octoate were found in the literature.

Table 11: Group Contribution Determination for Cellulose
60
Values were obtained from VanKrevelen and Hoftyzer and the number of groups was determined by the number of
groups in the repeat structure of cellulose.

Group
(J
-CH2>CH-OH
-ORing

1/2

Fdi
cm3/2 mol-1)
270
80
210
100
190

(J

1/2

Fpi
cm3/2 mol-1)
0
0
500
400
0

Eh
(J mol-1)
0
0
2000
3000
0

V
(cm mol-1)
16.1
-1
10
3.8
16
3

Number
of Groups
1
5
3
2
1

Table 12: Group Contribution Determination for Stannous Octoate
60
Values were obtained from VanKrevelen and Hoftyzer and the number of groups was determined by the number of
groups in the repeat structure of cellulose.

Group
-CH3
-CH2>CH-COOH

Fdi
(J1/2 cm3/2 mol-1)
420
270
80
530

Fpi
(J1/2 cm3/2 mol-1)
0
0
0
420
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Eh
(J mol-1)
0
0
0
10000

V
Number of
(cm3 mol-1)
Groups
33.5
4
16.1
8
-1
2
28.5
2

Appendix C. Stress versus Strain Plots of NBC and OBC
Representative curves from the stress and strain data of NBC and OBC are
presented in Figure 68. Multiple samples were tested for each experimental group, but
representative curves from each experimental group are presented in the figure for
clarity. Each curve exhibits a relatively linear behavior followed by a short period of
yielding where the data has a slightly curved peak and quickly fails after that point. The
maximum stress declines in order from a maximum for native BC down to the most
highly oxidized BC.

Figure 68: Stress vs Strain Curves of Native and Oxidized Bacterial Cellulose
Selected stress vs strain curves for each experimental group are presented here that are representative of the
behavior within each group of material.
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Appendix D. Stress versus Strain Plots of BC/PU Composites
A representative stress versus strain curve for each experimental group is
presented in Figure 69. The BC/PU composites displayed strong properties. The BC/PU
composites exhibited enough ductility to undergo yielding and plastic deformation
before fracturing, shown by the nonlinear regions of the stress versus strain curves.
This is significant improvement over the brittle behavior of NBC.

Figure 69: Representative Stress vs Strain Curves of BC and PU/BC Composites
The stress versus strain illustrates the strength and ductility of NBC (dried) and composites of BC and polyurethanes
with varying soft segment lengths of 425, 725, 1,000, and 2,000.
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